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CHAPTER - I 
INTRODUCTION 
2- Th*" Geographical Setting 
<i) Locationt-
Fgypt i« the land of on« of th» oldest clvilifatlORS 
of the world. Its territories extend beytmd the continent 
of Africa into Asia. Its locatltm (Pi9«l,l) on the north-
eastern comer of Africa* with an arm extensicm across the 
Gulf of Sues into the Sinai region nakes it prominently 
distinct amongst the African nations. As a result of such 
peculiarly vicinal location* Egypt* for the tins inwnenorial* 
has b- en the- vinue of racial interaction and cultural 
blending, 
III terras of absolute location the country extends 
from 21 47' N to 32 N latitudes and from 25 E to 3S E 
longitudes. It is bounded on the east by the Re4 Sea and 
occupied Palestine* on the north by Mediterranean Sea* on 
the west by Libya an' on the south by Sudan (Pig. 1.2), 
Havinf? thf grtat«stnorth to south distance equal to about 
1085 Kta* and east to west distance equal to about 1240 Km«« 
1 
the country has roughly an square shape, it has an en a of 
1- 'The Hi '<^ fg_^ aat and Worth Africa* (A Europa Publication)* 
Lonr'on* 1978-79* p, 701, 
5 
nearly 1«002«000 Sq«IQi« of whic^ a mare 3»S4 parcant 
43S«SOO Sq*Km«) is cultivabla and sattlaa* AlmcMt tha 
eatira habltabla araa lias in tha llila Vallay which holds 
about 99 parcant of the total potmlaticm* Tha imiOhabitad 
barran tarritoxy* which is as larga as 96*S parcant of tha 
total area* lias on aithar 8i<te of the narrow Nila Vallay 
and is Mostly dasart or swanp, with tha axception of a 
faw oasas* 
<Ai> Phyaical faatttr»sf> (Pig. 1.2) 
Egypt consists assentlally of a navrow trough* 
Ilka vallay« 9om 3 to 18 Kn. wida« dissactad by tha 
Rivar Hila in tha plataau of north«-aast Africa. Tha 
river (Nile) entering Egypt at a point on its southern 
flank flows towards north on tha natural slope of tha 
thalwaq and« ultimately* fanning out in tha fom of a 
Delta at Cairo* falls in the Mediterranean. The Delta 
region (21930 Sq.Ktn.) is contained within the two main 
distributaries of tha Nile, the eastern distributary or 
Damietta brantih ( 241 Km. long)* and tha western 
distributary or ftosatta branch ( 235 Km. long )• On its 
northern side lies tha vast span of Mediterranean Sea. 
Besides the above main distributaries* which fall in tha 
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MvditerraacaD nfariy 250 KM. apart froa «ach oth«r« th« 
Nile Delta is eri0*eroai«d by a large n«Mber of MMller 
strfaas. Parts of tlw Delta (Whldi* probablyf vaa fornad 
in nlllenniuns through the huge salt deposits of the River 
Nile in a gulf of the Mediterranean belonging to the early 
geological period <— Mioc»neage« and extended as far south 
3 
as Cairo) are still covered by salt siarshes* shallow frmy 
lagoons, lakes and swamps vhich# for long* are under the 
process of drainage and reclamation* Four nndh lakes are 
Brullos* Zdku* Meruit and Mensala with a total area of 2180 
4 
S(|« Km* 
upstream from Cairo the Mile Valiey is at first 9*6 
to 16 Kn* wide# and as thm river tends to maike its way 
towards the east, muoh of the cultivated land and most of 
5 
the big towns and cities lie on the western bahk. Towards 
the south the river valley gradually narrows until at about 
402 Km from the frontier of Sudan, It is no more than 3*2 Km, 
wide. Near Aswan there is an outcrop of rc^ sistant rock, 
chiefly granite, which the river has not been able to erode, 
3- Fisher, w.B. 'The Middle East*, London, 1957, p»460. 
4-> Owen, R* & Blunstsm, T*, 'Egypt** X«ondon, 1966, p*2 
5* Fitsgerald, w«, 'Africa*, LondMi, 1967, p«420. 
nils qives rlae to a r«gicm of cascades and rapids %rhleh is 
6 
known as the First Cataract, four other similar regions 
occur in the path of the llile« but only the first Cataract 
lies within Egypt* TIM^ fertile strip of the Nile Valley is 
bounded on the south by the cataracts^ deserts and swanps of 
Sudan* on the north Jay the Mediterranean Sea, and to the east 
and west by desert plateaus* 
The land inmediately east of the Nile* called as the 
Eastern Highlands* is a complex regicMi with peaks that rise 
1829 to 2134 SKtters and is broken up by deep valleys and 
'%radi8* which run between the Red Sea and the River Hile* 
iThe highest peak* known as Jabal-e«>^ayeb« rises to a height 
7 
of 2185 meters* Due to extremely hot and arid %reather 
conditions* almost the entire area is uninhaMtable except 
a few sporadic dwellings of nomadic shepherds anr* the mine 
8 
'.•^ rkers* 
The peninsula of Sinai is separated from the Eastern 
Hiqh lands by the Oulf of Sues* It has a resesibance in 
physiographic features of the mainland* but the plateau level 
is tilted giving the highest level (nearly 2134 meters) in 
the extreme south between the Gulf of Suez and the Oulf of 
Aqaba. Among the numerous peak formations* the highest* 
6v ibid* pol9. 
7- Owen, Op*clt*# p-4 
8- ibid* 
9 
l occ ted i n the southowf s t«rn region* i s Jabal-€—Cathrina 
9 
(some 2640 meters h i j h ) . South-western s i^e of the peninsula* 
fac ing the Gulf of Suez, drops t o sea l e v e l by a number of 
s tep-f"lul ts* the loudest formino the c o a s t a l p la in of Fl-Qaa 
which i s 6 t o 12 Km, w ide . In the s o u t h - e a s t along the 
Gulf of Aqba the hi jhland c l o s e s abruptly t o the sf a i n thf 
form of a bold rocky c o a s t l i n e makinq th sea-shore 
p r a c t i c a l l y devoid of any c o a s t a l p l a i n . The plateau 
gradual ly s l o p e s down tc^rds the north and west u l t i m a t e l y 
forming the low l y i n g sandy p la in of the Sinai Desert which 
f r inges the Mediterranean Sea, The w e l l def ined c o a s t a l 
p la in extending from the Suez region t o the low lands of 
wf3t<m I s r a e l t h r o u ^ Al-Arish serves as a natural trade 
10 
and Caravan route between t g y p t and the Levant. Many parts 
of the north are covered by d e p o s i t s of loose* s h i f t i n g sand 
that frequ* n t l y form i n t o dunes an'' put forth sevt^ral 
impediments t o permanent s tructxires . The averatje annual 
r a i n f a l l u s u a l l y does not exceed from 6 inches in the north 
11 
anr^  three inches i n th« south . C u l t i v a t i o n of dat*s and 
c e r e a l s i s p o s s i b l e i n the oases where rain water could be 
retained un<r^ er sandy surface layer or i n h o l l o w s . Sone of 
9 - P i sher .* Op.c i t . * p-454 . 
10- ib id* p-455 . 
11 - Ow«n.*op.ci t .* p - 6 . 
10 
12 
such centres ar** Fl-Ari»h, EX->/4aja« NekhX and ThMBcd. 
Succ«3Bful oropping is« however* tieyoiid concaptioa without 
run off catchments. 
In the w«»st of the Mil* Ilea the vast span of 
western desert which occupies nearly three quarters of the 
13 
covmtry^s total arc a* This region* In respect of land 
surface. Is mucAi lower than the regl<m east of the Mile, and 
14 
within Egypt rarely exceeds 305 meters above sea level. 
An Important characteristic feature of the western 
Desert Is the presence of a maabcrr of largr depressions 
(or deep basins) some of which* In parts* are actually bt^ low 
the sea level. The largest and lowest (122 aieters below 
15 
sea level) araofig then Is Uattara depression which occupies 
an area of nearly 18060 Sq.Kkn* and is situated south-wrst 
16 
of Alexandria. Though* by virtue of its si«e* vjattare Is 
the largest depression* ^ t It has quite a few Inhabitants 
as the water which seeps out on the surface throu^i artesian 
s<mrces evoprates leavlna behind it salt marshes and rendering 
12- Fisher** CH'cCit** pp*45S*56« 
13- Ownfn»t Qpaclt** p<-3 
14- Fisher** Op.clt** p-458. 
15- Ibid.* p-459. 
16- Pollock* H.C.* *Af£|ca** Vol.9* London* 1968* p-196. 
11 
17 
th« entire ar« a quite us«l«8s for cultlvatlcm* Other 
notable baains are FayyiM* Dakhla, Xharga, Beharlyya« rarafra 
and Slwa Oaaea* In these basins the siabtarraaean water« not 
belnq saline* holds good for Irrigation purposest accordingly 
they have fairly large nunber of Inhabitants (Fayyusi being 
18 
most densely populated of all)* 
Except a few Rio<!€rate shoiiera In coastal Mediterranean 
during the winter season* the %rholf of the desert Is extrcinely 
dry and does not get any precipitation throu^out the year* 
Besides* a long belt of tall and bulky sand dunes* mobile or 
fixed* stretches from the Slwa oasis In the north to Jallf*al-
Kablr plateau In the south* malelno this part of the country 
19 
Inaceessable and non-ecunene, 
(111) cjiis^^f. 
"Because of low relief* and a land*locked position* 
conditions are remarlcablw unifocal ov«r the whole country of 
20 
S^ gypt." Contlnentallty pervades all over. The main feature 
of the climate Is 'extreofS aridity* with *«ackedly alnlmusi 
precipitation** Itie Mediterranean Sea on the one hand and 
the extensively hot and dry westtm Desert on the other hand 
are two stronfi determinants of the climate of Egyt>t. The 
17* X«lttle«« Op*cit»* p->4 
18* ibid. 
19- Fisher* C^*clt** p<-4S9 
20- ibid** p-464* 
12 
Vicinity of the oc««n tmrttpmra off sunwer h»*t upto « 
short dl»t«nc« inland, while the de««rt condltiona 
p«n«tr«t« th« coaat «t several plac««» th« M«dit«rrtn»«ii 
itself b^ing » warm awa cootribate* to tho severity of 
the rllieate. 
During the siMimere* which are <senerally very hot, 
tempera tares rea^ 100 to 110 F and soaring rven 120 F 
in the southern and wettitem deaerta* Nights arw distinctly 
cooler* Mediterranean coast, too, has relatively cooler 
conditions desplt* its stable teaperature re^ pifnea* However, 
a temperature of 90 i' Is noctiural raaximum* ^ dnters arc 
mild with occasional cold spells ^nd light snowfall spread 
21 
«s fer south as \9m&n* 
A very severe and disrupting clifwitic disturbance 
——~- known as KHAMSIH conditioti "•"• -- prevails over the 
coun-try in which extr^ *»nely hot and dry winds fro* tdhe 
desert* sceompanied with dust storms, cauae wide spread 
and extensive d^nage to the standing crops and teing the 
22 
entire human actj.vity to a stand still. These stinging 
winds are followed by the cooler currents of polar 
marttiise air during which temperature falls rapidly and 
23 
humidity incrc'sse^^. 
21* 'Woitld Kgallx Gagett^^eyr* (ed. ) Karachi, 1975, pp.17^1771 
22tr FlshGT,, O p . e i t , , p*467, 
23* Beaumont, P . , and o t h e r s , *The Middle East*. New York, 
1978, pp. 54*5S* 
13 
The qttantiM of amnMl rsinfall ia the whole of 
Egypt is 8 iacAws or loss^ Wh«ro ••• its ttvcrttg* ov«r tho 
Msditerrsaesn eosst is 4 to • inches* Alexsiidri«« ths 
wettest place of the country receives the swixiiaw reinfell 
(• incfties)* and south of Cairo the annuel average drops to 
less than 2 iadhes* But these figures of rainfall have a 
different connotation in terns of soil iMisture because the 
rains are highly irregular and uncertain both in tisM and 
space, 3os» tisies a fairly heavy d « m pour nay take place 
only once in t»fO or threo years* while at other occasions 
tiiere nay be very scanty rainfall leading to drought 
conditions. Kerodotas was very correct when he claintd Egypt 
24 
to be the gift of River Kilo as* without Nile* the ootmtry 
%#ould have been either a lifeless barren desert or a nere 
2S 
collection of oases like Qattara* Siwa and Dakhla. 
Another unusual feature of the Bgyptiiw elinate is 
the occi^nence of early noming fog in lower Egypt during 
spring and early sunner* which has a beneficial effect on 
plant growth* supplying it with necessary noisture* and is 
26 
a partial substitute for deficient rainfall* 
24- umgrigg* K** »yhe Middle East ^ A Social Geooraphv* 
LtMidon* 1970* pl-7i 
2S- Fisher* Op*Git** p«>467« 
2*- 'World ttuslin Gegett€ci^»* Op*cit*» p»iT? 
14 
ttvJ 8«» i^««- «»• typ* of TOlI <tet*niiii«« to « qr—tmr 
•xtmnt tiM typo of exopo« and the typo of ero}>iii titxn 
aotominoa the typo of ogTO^intfustrioi* Tho •ioBifieonco of 
•oil« thiM« Uo« lA tlio foot thot tho hwwa oetivity la 
hliio«d on i t* XB'fortlia ooilo ratovd the ogrioulturol 
production and ara» aceordlngly* nonooon^enlal to popolatlon 
ooBo«ntratlon In a partlonlar region* 
Out of th« total miaiber of It aoll aaaoolatlonac aa 
par FAiQ/OliESCO olaaalfloatlott of aolla» only € aaaoelatlona 
•rm prOMlaaat In »m mtadH aa thay eovor 9% pareant of tha 
a? 
total E^QTPtlan tarrltory* 
Tha flrat of thaaa aaaoelatlona la *tilthoaola* %fhl<ti 
cover naarly 17 paroant of tho country Ineludlno f aatam 
Daaart« aonth ainal and Ollf Kahlr Platoao* rr«>quant atony 
oat«oropa la a oomaon fcatura of t^ iaaa aolla and* havlna a 
taxtura of atoop alopoa* tiioy ar« hardly eapabla of any 
fartlllty* 
'Ztlnaatona Llthlo EmoUthoaolaS a aob-dlvision of 
nev soil unit *E»nollthooolo* la anothor il^»ortant aoil 
aaaoolation whl<m la found In naarly ona fourth of tha eoontry, 
27- Cloabaly* M.M«« and othara^ ' ^ L B ^ P ^^.^^ ^^mumf 
of u,A*R*S «o«aa# Alaaiandna* I9ev» ppi X*l4 
15 
•sp«ei«Il3r in tlMi cMiitral «ad aoirtlMni purt« of th* ymtitmnk 
d«0ttrt« D«v«Iop«d ea tii« li^Mstoae pl«t*«tt tlMS* so l i s font 
thia omats of piijfsieol iraatlHiciBQ and ar» ••oottwd and 
poliahad lay aaoliaa aetivitir* 
Mudi of tiia aottthaxtt part of iraat«m daaart aaA« in 
aggragata* a^xoaciMataly 30 parcMttt of tlat total arta of tha 
oountcy la oovecad Kith tha aubNiaaoaiatiofi of tiia soila 
as *Saiid atoaa Littiie EnioXithoaolaS Yhasa a9il,ii ara 
aavelopad on tlia MttMan aand atoaa aafl* being highly pacnaabla* 
thay poaaaaa low watar holdlag ot^paoity* 
*£rgoaol«* irapraaettta mmaA dvmm CMMtpleiiaa on tha «ap« 
Ttiay ara fartiicr olaasifiod into "Dyaaaie Srgoaola* and 
*Stad«>Statio Ergoaols* ayviiolisiiig aotoilo aaA SaiRl*ata)>Iisa« 
sand duaas raapactivaly* Dyaaaio Exgoaola ooirar 19 paroent 
of tha cotaitry and tiiair aoaa axtaada throughout tha laagth 
and braadth «l tha haga aaad»aaa lying i n vi^mtmxn i>«aart« 
yron agrioaltaral point of viaw tl» noat signifioaat 
of tha groa^Jwa ar« 'yinviaola* i^ i i^ aeeoiint for alaNat 
tha antire cultlvatad araa of ifffpt mmA ara aictand^ through* 
out tha Rila Vallay and Dalta ragion* thaaa aoil8« i#hi^ 
isover (Mily 2*S paroant of tha eountry *rm davali^ pad MI tha 
16 
m i s s i l t end* •csemrdiiigly* WPB li««vlXir tcxtux^d* Ol^ylag 
i s « eenmoB fsatiurt hsm aaA badiy AxmimA mn— fftos 
Ml in i ty problMi, TIMISS s o i l s «rs vtsy ussful for ooitivstiOM 
porposss* 
9lMi pepiaatida psttsnis of «11 thr dsirslopiag eovmtries 
%ihsr« sgricoltore pluys ths dteanins&t nXm in tlw nuonsay •«• 
direcrtlr <l«p«odcBt apoa and <wrx«Xat«d vith thsir piMiietiOM 
pftttftciis. Za ^gfpt too sgsietatiira i s thm larpost sinolo 
s«ctor of mtioBoi oooBQaqr nhsxoia nsorly tiolf tin oomtiy's 
to t s i laboiur foroo i s Otosoitosd saa «^hioh eontcibtttss nsorly 
30 pcrooiit to tho 9SOSS iMitioosl produet <OMP)* 
**nis oatixo «r«l»lo land avaiiablo i s just ondar 
6 sdlXion Feddaas (ona faddaa • 1*038 a«r«s}» 
Tbm •xtaasioB of this avea ttiroii^^i raolaawtioa 
Has b«oa slew, d i f f i cu l t aad oostly* Tlia iaexvasiao 
prmmmua of pacq l^o oe tlui laad has lad to aa 
iataasificatioB of eultivatioii alnost withoiit 
parallal aaywhara* D«BB« barrao»s# prntpB wtA aa 
iatxieata natwoil( of oaaals aad draiao hatiag j t 
paranaial irrigatioa to alasot tha wholo araa". 
28* BaauBCStit** Op*eit», s»p»42«»44 
1977, p-301. {A Eiix<HHt PllBlicatioal, IiOBdOB# 19^  
17 
Th* e}il«£ a9rloultural eomnodities of Egypt ar« 
cotton* ric«« wheat* barley* naiac* sugar cana* foaaers 
(like berac'em and clover) an^ ^ datcaf of whic^ cotton occupies 
30 
the prlRM^  Importance. The Inmensa welghtage atta^ed to the 
oottcm-groMlno may be undarstood In the context that aoaia 
60*70 percent of the world's production of long-staple and 
30 percent of its short staple cotton are supplied by Fgypt 
which accounts for about 60 percent of country's total 
31 
export. The production of raw cotton occupies nearly 25-30 
percent of the total cultivated area. Next in linportanea 
conies rice* the growth of which has considerably increased 
due to the regular supply of store irrigation water from the 
32 
Aswan High Dam. Rice and maisa each account for about 30 
percent of the total cereal supply* with wheat now 20 percent 
and barley and millets the remainder. Millets are grown 
mostly in Upper Egypt where the temperatures are high* where 
as barley is grown in drier areas. Sugar cane* whidh ripens 
in a shorter time under the favourable conAitiCMBs of long 
hot summers* is grown in the southern provinces of Qena and 
33 ^ 
Aswan. Berseem or Egyptian clover* which increases nitrgen 
30- Pisher.* Op.cit.* p-470. 
31- *The Middle Fast and Worth Africa*, ibid. 
32- 'world Muslim Casatteay*. Op.cit., p-195. 
33- Harris* G.L.* 'Egypt*. New Haven* 19S7* p-211. 
18 
eootents of th* soil is 9ro%m la xotatioa with cotton and 
c«jrttals« The area und«r bcr9C€« cultivaticm »om tiaas 
rcachas as h i ^ aa 20 « 30 paroaat of tha total* Vmq^tmhXma 
are largely cultivated on the out-aklrts of large towaa for 
an Imnef^lata and ready narket* 
On account of unfavourable climatic conditions on 
the one hand and axtenaive production of prinary food stuffs* 
on priority basis* on the ether* frvdt growing in tqypt is 
not much popular. Hoi#aver# dates are oroim all alon^ the 
34 
Mile Valley and oranges arc^  produced in the Delta. Zn 
the cooler atmosphere of extreme north* near the Mediterranean 
coaat* vine growing is gaining increasing popularity. 
XX- Historical an I Social Background 
The country* now known as the Arab Republic of Egypt* 
is culturally an ancient land. There was already much 
cultural activity by the time Herodotus* the grrat Greek 
historian* arrived in Egypt in 490 B.C. to record his 
observations about the descendants of I^arai^s. There is 
little agreement among modom historians about when the 
34* ibidi.* p-37. 
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eouBtry w<»« flrat s«ttl«d« and by whOM* Soaw haw th«oriscd 
that Africans laovad into th« Mil* Vallay froai tJie south-— 
fron Nubia — - anfl others say that it was the Libyans froa 
the west and the tribss front th« Arabian Desert to the 
east who initially established outposts of hunan kind in 
Egypt* However* there was a thriving* robust civilisation 
in ^gypt by 4000 B«^*« an<^  by 3100 B«C« king Menes had 
fomed a oKXiarchical entity that extended fron Aswan in the 
south to the Mediterranean in the north* Historical records 
of Egypt date baOk to Menes* who fomrd the first of the 30 
dynasties into which Egyptian history prior to i^ c invasion 
35 
by Alexander is divided* The Phara-Onic rule eventually 
resulted not only in the oreation of such Massive wmuaents 
as the Pyramid of Gisa (481 feet hi ^ ) * the Sphinx and the 
Colossi of HcaMnon* but also in seminal developments in 
Mathefsatics an<9 writing* 
After a brief spell of history* in which Egypt was 
first occupied by invading Assyrians (671 B*C«) ana than by 
Persian kings (525 B*C*)« the country fell into the hands 
of eminent conqueror Alexander the Great (who founded the 
famous seat of learning Alexandada) and his successor 
general Ptolemy (whose dynasties ruled over Egypt for nearly 
35- ibidi** p-14* 
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thr«« centuries)* Subsequently* after thtt dramatic auicida 
of Cleapatra in 30 B»C«« Egypt passed under Htm Roman rule 
which, after yielding/the Byzantine empire* finally gave way 
36 ^' 
to Muslim Order* 
Modem Kgypt is predominantly Muslim* Followinq the 
death of Pros«)et Mohammad* in 632 ^*D** Arab armies swept 
through what is known ss the Middle Fast* During the time 
of Khalifa Omar* an Arab army led by Amx ibn al-As conqurred 
fgypt and established an Arab empire there. This empire 
flourished and the Mohammadans established Cairo* a qrtat 
centre of power and learning* The Arabs translated Greek 
%rorks on i^ilosophy* science* mathematics and sM^ Sicine* vsA 
tlvsy invented trigocMmetry and algebra (a word derived from 
the Arabic 'Al-Jabr** meaning the reunion of broken parts)* 
In course of time Egypt became an Arabic«>speaking country* 
37 
with a Muslim majority* 
Politically* the Egyptian Arabian era may be divided 
into a number of dynastic periodst the umayyad Caliphatei 
the Abbasid Dynastyi the Tulunid and Ikhshidids Dynasties* 
36- Fisher* w«B* **Egypt* Physical and Boeial Geography" in 
The Middle East ^nd worth Africa' (A Europe Publication), 
iKMldon* 1980-81* p*309* 
37« ibid.* p-306. 
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which ruled in virtual independence of the Caliphs between 
868 and 969 A.D.I the Fatinid Dynasty (of the Shia sect), 
in the beginning of which Egypt passed through a golden aqa 
and enjoyed the Zenith of its prosperityi the Ayyuabid 
Dynastyi and the Mamluk (Slave) Dynasties (1252 - 1517)• 
Durino soaie of these Egypt was ruled as a province from 
outside. In others* during the period of rift and split 
within the Arab Empire, tg/pt*s local (but always foreign) 
rubers declared their independence and sovereignty* At still 
other times, Egypt herself became the headquarter of an 
38 
Arab calii^ate and empire. 
The Arab empire gave way to the conquests by the 
Seljuk Turlcs. Meanwhile a new enemy appeared on the 
threshold — — . the Crusaders who after 1098 established 
feudal. Christian states along the Syrian coast and were 
deriving toverd f gypt» But their encroachments %#ere checked 
and repulsed by the hero of Islam, a Seljjuk officer nasied 
salahuddin Ayyubi Ocnown to Furopians as .laladin), who, 
after the quiet deposition Of the last Petimid in 1171, 
retored the country to Sunny orthodoxy. The remainder of 
saladin's life was a struggle against the crusading states 
38- Harris*• Op.cit*, p-20* 
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but at the Uaie of his death in 1193 he was Sultan over 
igypt an^ practically the Whole of the fomer CnxsaaiUQf 
39 
territory. 
After the %ljulc Turks, Egypt ca»e to be dominated 
by Manluk Sultana (12S0«1517} who w«r* of the slave origin. 
>^ie greatest of these Sultans was Baibars <ia60*77) who 
reversed tJie tide of Mongol invasions and also regained the 
lost territory from the crusaders* Two other promiiMsnt 
Sultans of tbp slave dynasty were Al»ltasir {1293-1340) and 
40 
Qait ley (1468-95). 
In 1S17# when Ott(»man Sultan Salin X defeated the 
M4MBluk sultan* Egypt passed under the susserainty and control 
of Ottosian Empire. In 1798 French armies under Napoleon 
Bonaparte invaded and occupied parts of Egypt* but their 
hold on the country did not last Icmg and, in 1601, they were 
41 
driven out by a Joint British Ottoman force. 
H'ith the advent of an Albanian officer in the 
Ottomtm army, Nohanaaad M i Pasha and his successors (180S-63), 
Egypt experi«nc«>d an era of prosperity and modernisation. 
He was appointed the (iovemor of ^ gypt by the Ottoman 
39- 'vjorld Muslim Gagetter*. Op.cit., p-181. 
40* ibid., p-182. 
41- 'Yhe Middle East and Worth Africa. 1977, C^.ci t . , p-285 
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Saltan in 1.805« but soon hm en«tch«d |K3w«r tram thm h«nd« 
of ruling Manluks «nd himself became the dominant power of 
the country. Then, as now, it w«a the River Hile that 
forwrd the great nourishing Spine of Egypt. Mohammad Ali 
recognized the potential of the Nile, and so he introduced 
cotton from India, initiattd medem irrigation, redistributed 
land and opened Western style schools. To save his personnel 
from the dust of lethargy, he constantly engaged hits armies on 
the war fronts awl brought about tremendous reforms in them. 
His successors Said (1854*63) mn^ Khadive Ismail (1863-79) 
took over tYie construction work of the Sues Canal (whidh was 
coaplrted in 1869), but during the process incurred suc!h 
huge amounts of expenditure that, ultimately, brought a 
bankrupt Fgypt under the British yoke in the latter p»rt of 
42 
the century. 
Egypt had achieved national independence only 
gradually, that is in 1922 and 1936. It was not yet completely 
independent until the British armed forces left the Sues 
Canal Zone in early 19S0s. The advent of Col. Jamal Abdul 
Nasser in July, 1952 through a military coup d,tat whidh 
ousted king Farooq from the country was a revolutionary 
«v«^ nt in the modem history of Egypt. The "Free Officers", 
headed by Nasser, began to revolutionize the polity and 
42- Harris., Op.cit., p-22. 
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eoonony of the country* Th*y abolished nonardhy and 
feudal!sii and r«fROv«d the British base fron ths Sufts Canal. 
Th«y also disontanglad Egypt frost th« Sudan qvwstion. Th«a« 
four "freedons" brought Cgypt a great relief and it got an 
opportunity to engage itself in the establishswnt of 
democracy and social welfare. However« it was inpossibla 
to establish liberal deaK>eracy in a country Where foreign 
Interests were so heavily involved and where eocmony had to 
develop from a very low level. Egypt is a poor country 
with large population and small cultivable land. It has only 
limited oil reserves. The probleoi of confrontation with 
Israel was always there. The Sues Canal was still under thm 
control of the Sueas Canal Company with foreign shareholders 
and alien dominance. The poverty of Egypt could have been 
removed only with the agricultural and industrial development 
and the River Rile played an importeint role in these two 
fields. The tripartite invasiCNa of fgypt (1956) was the 
result of the complicated links between Egyptian poverty« 
limited arable land« the Hile# foreign aid# big power 
rivalries* Sues Canal and ctHifrontaticm with Israel. However* 
Nasser not only survived this invasion but his image and 
prestige rose to a new height. He became the leader of the 
%mole Arab world and an important pillar of tlie non-»aligned 
movement. He also inspired the Afro«Asian liberation 
25 
8truq.?Itt« H* had to fi^t not only agalnat the wrstem neo 
InperlaliaKi but also the cfons«rvatlv* elrmcnts and regimes 
In w<?st Asia, whll« thr cold war between the conservatives 
and the radicals within the Arab world welded hisi down, 
the complication o£ Syrian politics resulting in the 1967 
war brought about his political death. His physical death 
occurred due to the strain in solving the PLO and Jordanian 
tangle in 1970* Nasser rose like a meteor and burned 
himsFlf up in the volatile atmosphere of Arab and Intemational 
politics. For a while he biased a trail of light but could 
not solve the Egyptian or Arab problems. 
President Nasser was succeeded by Anwar-al«Sadat %rho 
gradually deHasserised the Egyptian economy and polity. 
Sadat opened the aues Canal in 197S after its closure in 
1967 war. He* out of desperaticm for discntagllng his 
country from the insolvable Palestine Problem went to 
Jerusalem and started the process which resulted in the Cmp 
David Accords and the evacuaticm of Sinai in 1982.However« 
SeuSat was assassinated by a religious fanatic group cm 6th 
Octobrr 1981. At present. President Husne Mubarak is at 
the helm of affairs in Egypt. 
IZZ- Sources of the Data and their Reliability. 
Egyptian 'censuses* ore the most important primary 
sources which provide manifold statistical informationn 
26 
about the eountry^a people aw5 economy. These cenaosea are 
of 'de*fac^* type« i.i"** they rrcord the indivlduala at 
placea where they are found at thc^  tine of cenaua-taking. 
i;nher«nt In thla a{9roa<^ is thf difficulty of recordlag the 
po^mlatlon In transit* Another Important source is the 
fomer Department of Statlatlca* now the Central Agency for 
Public Mobilisation and Statistics (CAPMAS) whose records 
are available in the form of various pubUcationa* 
In the whole of Meat Asia* Egypt has the longest 
history of census-taking* The first census of its Idnd was 
conducted in Egypt in 1802« but for various reasons its 
results were not eonsldered to be very reliable* from 1697 
until 1947 censuses were taken decennially with their results 
mudh improved in reliability* The 19S7 census was not 
ccKRpleted owing to tbe disturbed conditions following the 
Suez crisis* Thereafter censuses were taken in 1960« 1966 
and lastly in 1976* No census has been taken since then* 
With the gradual improvement in the ccnsus-taking 
technique and proper response from the people* the field of 
information is also widening* Accordingly* each successive 
census contains more informations than its predecessor* 
*Personal occupation* for the first tim«# appeared in 1917 
census* *m»Bb« r of wives* in 1927* •pl^ce of birth* in 1937 
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and the questions cm fertility in 1947* Such variations* 
«fhere they add to the richness of statistical data render 
the comparisAn of figures much more difficult <*— and in 
certain cases almost impossible* 
Egypt's longer history of ccnstui*talcing also helps 
to reduce errors alth<»tgh in an statistical enquiry of sudi 
a vast maqnitwSe some elements of error and unreliabilty are 
bound to occur* In the earlier censuses there was a good 
deal;manipulation and hence inaccurancy# and they were 
thought to be under counts* but the subsequent ones are more 
accurate and produce more information. Zn general the aoe 
group figures in each census have a certain degree of 
unreliabilty* since the masses are* generally* ignorant on 
the subj«>ct« Once a birth is registered (and in the 
country-side many are not) the whole matter is forgotten 
and the figures rfcorded in the censuses represent guess 
work at the ages of individuals (which arc usually in the 
bunches of tens) rather than accurate facts* The under* 
reporting or non-nrporting of births and deaths is particulsrli 
noticeable in those rural »r^tka which have no health bureaux* 
and thus* reported crude birth and death rates are under-
counts probably by about 2 per thousand and 3 per thousand 
44 
resoectively* The majority of tm>r?er reported deaths are 
45 
the infant deaths* 
43* Mountjoy* A.B* **Kgypti population and resources'* in 
of the MifMle fast »nA Worth Africa*^ London* 
*] 
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Another ai<;^ficant fact which shadows the relietallity 
«n5 accuracy of the data is the non-occurrence of census oo 
the saaie day each tliae* This happens because fgypt follows 
the Mualiin luner calen'^ ar which moves eleven days forward 
each year 'M^0 consequently* Qives rise to variations in the 
religious festivals* The tine-deficit has to he overcoas 
46 
by adjusting all figures to a set day (Zst July}* 
On account of these disorepaiKiies and due to certain 
other connon sources of error lite prevalence of IMSS 
illiteracy* sheer carelessness* and deliberate aiia-statiensnt 
for certain econonic a ^ social»fears ant^  crains, etc** the 
available statistics often becomes erroneous and inaccurate 
resulting intoi 
<a) Under cnusM" ration of population in the avoided 
age grouse* 
(b) heaping up at preferred a(|es* 
(c) unexpected differences between thr nuBiber of 
males and females at certain ages* and 
(d) unaccountably largr differences between the 
adjacent age groups* 
To get maximuR accuracy and to miniiase the possible 
ernsrs* the techniques of grouping the populations into 
46- ibid** p* 292* 
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various age group«# preparing the age-pyranlds at regular 
ag« interval8« anA oaleulating age-indices have been 
adopted* 
Althou^ there is a margin of error and the 
element of unreliability in the data yet, in the absmoe 
of any better and more accurate alternative* the statistics 
obtained in various Fgyptian censuses is relied upon and 
used* to arrive at osrtain oonolusions* in the presfmt ifork* 
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CHAPTER - II 
3l3t«, Distrltitttlon «nd Density of Population 
(i> Total PopulaUoni* 
Accordii^ to the latest availabla official tigurfa 
the Egyptian population totalled 42 million in Aprils 1980, 
The ntnnb^ r of males Miounted to 21«364«000, while females 
totalled 20,636»000, The same official sources revealed that 
v/as 
the average monthly increase in population/^poroximately 
1 
100,000 persons or 3#300 daily, "niese are remarkably hiih 
figures when c<»iiparcd with the typical geographical 
circumstances of the Repitblict a desert state of whic^ less 
than 4 percent is habitable* The most important and s^ious 
problem that faces the Egyptian people and tiheir government 
today la that of pressure of population upon country's limited 
resources! a situation di^ffrent from most of the other 
countries of Mast Asia and North Africa* The stress of the 
successive Egyptian governments upon various social, political 
ai^ rcononic measurers aimed at population control, usually 
reflect the gravity of this crucial situation which has 
deteriorated since the Second world War* 
Table 2*1 below shows the total populations of Egypt 
since the beginning of the present century* It is markedly 
U*Arab E^ conosde Report,* Vol*9, Beirut* Jan. 1983, p>lS4* 
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TABU 2 , I I POPUL^ TIOH OF fGYPT IH TMT T4TNT1 TH CINTOBY 
Census Population Total Inertias* i n Population 
Y^ars bctvf'^n two Censuses 
1097 9 .714,500 •1 .47S .500 
1907 11.1913*000 • 1 . 5 2 8 , 3 00 
1917 12,718,300 41 .459 ,600 
1927 14,177,900 +1,742,000 
1937 1^,920,700 +3,117,800 
1947 19,039,500 +7,046,800 
1960 26 ,085,300 •3 ,998 ,100 
1966 30.083,400 •6 ,542 .804 
1976 36.626,204 
Source! united Kationa, *t"cnH>i?rai; i^c Y»arboolc* 
Nc^ w York, (Various Y««rs) 
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evident from the table that from a meagre total of about 11,2 
million in 1907, the population of the country has shot-up 
to 38*2 million in 1976# the year of the last official census, 
registering an overall increase of 241.63 percent. It is 
interesting to note that the increase in population in 
different inter-decennial periods, of which authentic census 
reports are available, has not been luiiform. Between 1897 and 
1937, the pitch of decennial increase remained almost constant, 
but between 1937 and 1947 the increase was nearly three-fold, 
and between 1947 and 1960 (13 years), nearly five-fold. During 
the decade covering the period of country's latest two censuses 
1966 and 1976, population figures rose from 30,Q83,400 to 
36,626,204 an addition of 6,542,804 souls within the span of 
ten years. If the present rate of population growth (2.6 
2 
per cent per annum between 1975-80) continued unabated, the 
figures of 1976 will be doubled by 2006 A.D,, approximately. 
(ii) Distribution of Populationi-
(a) ^ithin the Country (as a whole) 
The distribution of population in Egypt is not uniform. 
In certain regions the concentration of population is heavy, 
while in others the population is sparce. There are large 
2- United Nations, D—ogr«phic Yearbooks Mew Yoxfk, 1980,p-136. 
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chunks o£ barren deserts which do not hav« any popalation 
at all. 
It would b« worthwhile to point out that th« 
distribution of population in Egypt is dependent upon the 
nature of th* facilities for life# available in a particular 
region. Th* most important constraint upon the distribution 
of population Stems to be the availability of waters soil 
fertility beinq another iisportant detezminant. Zt is with 
this reason that tlHi Nile valley« constituting about only 3.5 
per cent of the total area of Egypt, contains 99 percent of the 
total populaticm* while the rest one percent resides outsi<^ e 
the Nile Valley constituting about 96.5 percent of the total 
area of Egypt, In the Nile Corridor itself the distribution 
of population is not uniform* Upper Mile Valley contains 
ccwnparitively fewer people than the lower Nile Valley. In the 
outer region beyotyd the Valley, the population is more widely 
dispersed. Oases and littoral areas close to the seas are 
relatively more populated tJian the interior areas where 
natural conditions are adverse to a decent living. 
(b) Regional Patterns of the Piatributioni" 
Fgypt's habitable area is divided into 25 administrative 
Zones, each zone is known as a govemorate. Four of these 
gove mora tea, i.e.. Red Sea, Sinai, Matruh and New Valley, 
arc sparsely populated lw>rder areai? with a total population 
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TABLT 2 . 2 I - GOVERNOKATr-Wist l*OPUI*ATXOIt DISTRIBUTIOil 
i « msrtwsm 






















































































source • •G^fera Aoenw f«r Piibllo NoiilUsaUoa aid s t a t i a t i e a . 
Cairo* 1978* p . 7 8 . 
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Of 235,758 In 1976, whil« f ive of them. I . e . , Cairo Alexandria, 
Port sa id , Zsmailia and Suea — — a l l of them situated in 
Lower Egypt are urban areas. Of the r^mainin? 16 govemorates 
8 art in Lower Egypt ana 8 in Upper Egypt. The five urban 
gove mora tea in 1976 accc^nodated 22.4 percent of the population. 
Cairo, the capital of Fgypt an'^  the largest c i ty in Mfrica, 
with over 5 mil l ion population, accounted for 13.87 per cent 
of he total popul t ion fjnd in s iae far surpassed a l l other 
Egyptian c i t i e s (Table 2 . 2 ) . Kext in rank i s Alexandria 
which acccwiodated 6.33 per cent of the to ta l population. 
The Lower Fgypt and U per Egypt govemorates registered 
a population of 42.4 percent amd 34.56 percent respect ively . 
In Lower ^ qnfPt govcnvorates, the iiiaxiim» concentration of 
population was in Dakhaliya (7.46 percent) and Sharqiya 
(7.15 percent), followed by Baheira (6.94 percent) and 
Gharbiya (6.26 percent) . In Upper Egypt govemorates, where 
the d is tr ibut ion i s ccnnpdritively th in , the maxiimm percenta-^ie 
of population occurred in Giza (6.6 percent), followed by 
Minya (5 .6 l percent) and Sohag (5.25 percent) . All the frcmtier 
govemorates %*ere very sparsely populated sharing among 
themselves, only 0.64 percent of the to ta l population of Egypt. 
( i i i ) Density of Populationt-
(a) Within the Country (as a whole) 
The terra density of population refers to a •rat io• 
between the population and land area. Thus i t i s a measure 
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Of th« aeqxitm of population c<Mic«ntratlon and is generally 
expressed In terns of ntinber of persons pmr unit of arc^ e* 
£9ypt« as ve know* is a big ccnantry* It has an overall 
ar«a equal to 1001449 aq ka.f bat its cultivated and settled 
ar»a« consisting of l^e Kile Valley ^nd Delta* various oases 
in the Western Desert an<l a f#w scattered towns along the Red 
Se^ ) coast amounts to only 35«580 Sq* Km* approxinately* Some 
99 percrnt of the total population of the country live in 
these areas. Thus if we equate the total population of the 
country (36«656»180 in 1976) against its total area, <?iven 
above* we ri-ach to an absolutely false and deceptive density 
figure equal to 36*6 persons per square kiloR»ter» It is 
because 96*5 percent of the total Egyptian land lay barren 
and noo->ecumene* either in the form of hot and arid deserts 
or inaccesaable roqged mountains* In fact* the density of 
population pmr habitable square lei lone ter has much more 
significance and* according to thB figures of 197< census* it 
was as hifjh as 1030,25. Two of the districts* Bab-l 1-Sharia 
and Hod-el-farag* surpassed the density figure of 100*000 
3 
persons p«>r habitable Sq* Km* 
3* Gallagher* C*'* **Pcq;niiation and DevelopsM^nt ia Cg^n^i 
Part II Birth and Death on the MiXo" in*Amerioaa 
universittgs yield Staff Reports (31)«* Africa Series* 
Hanover* I979«ai* i^* 1*14* 
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Beside the variations in population densities within 
the country as a whole, there are sharp local variations within 
the regions themselves. The best illustrative example of such 
a phenomenon is the Nile valley basin itself where the 
population distribution is not unifojrm. The population 
concentration is heaviest in the Delta region, i.e., in the 
Lower Egypt, while it becomes thinner and thinner as one 
travels along the Nile River towards the south, i.e., towards 
the extren« southern limits of Upper Egypt, Some 64 percent 
of the population is to be found in Lower Egypt and 35 percent 
in Upper Hgypt, Only 1 percent of the total population lives 
outside the Valley region in different habitable parts of the 
4 
country, 
(*>) Gove mora tc-wisc Dens i t i e s 
Table 2,3 shows t h a t for many hab i t ab le p a r t s of the 
country, 19*76 dens i ty values were very h igh . With the exception 
of f r o n t i e r govemorates which were very sparse ly populated, 
almost ^irery govemorate recorded a population of more than 
i 
600 pfrs^ns per Sq. Km. Only those with extensive areas of 
4-#l0UBtioy« A«B*« "£gypti Population and retourcvs* in 
'i»<»ial«tioft« of tawi Middle East ana Worth Aggjgt (Ed), 
London, 1972, pp*392-t3« 
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TABLE 2.3 t- DENSITY OF POPULATION IN EGYPT BY 
60VERN0RATES, FOR THE CENSUS YEARS 1966 and 
1976. 
GOVE RNORATE S ^^*# »*i»JCT^l^r*^*"**^ ••* 
URBAN 
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unrFclalmfd de3««rt and lagoon (Kafr-el»Sh©ikh, Sharqlya« 
e t c . ) recorded l e a s . Several rural qovemoratcrs had 
d c n l s t i e s of about* or over* 1000 per Sq. Kin.i they Included 
Gharblya, Klnya, Asyut, Sohag, Qena. The e x c e p t i o n a l l y 
hiqh denslt i frs of some urban govemorates* e s p e c i a l l y tha t 
of Cairo (22, 759 per Skj, Kfti»), were t y p i c a l examples of 
country ' s mounting urban r a t i o v/hich was s%«elling day-by-day 
mainly b*'cause of the unending streams of rural-urban migrants* 
A coniparitive study of populat ion d e n s i t i e s corresponding 
t o the census years 1966 and 1976* r e v e a l s tha t , barring the 
two urban qovemorates of Port Said and Suez, the d e n s i t i e s 
of a l l the qovemorates were increas ing s t e a d i l y * In 1966, 
the majority of ^ v e m o r a t e s recorded d e n s i t i e s of more than 
600 per Sq, Km*, whi le i n 1976 they accomodated 800 ptrsons 
p< r Sq, Km, Since* the in-migrat ion played a neg l igab le role 
i n Egypt* the rapid growth of populat ion was almost e n t i r e l y 
dur t o h i ?h fqypt ian f e r t i l i t y and the e x c e s s of b i r t h s over 
5 
d e a t h s . 
The two govemorates of Port Said and Sue« which 
recorded lesser density figures in 1976 than in 1966 had their 
S* ibid.* P.29S. 
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own re^ asons for such a downward trend. Th« pli«noRMi»non may be 
explained on the ground of mass evacuation* by thousands of 
nativf^  citizens and foreign nationals* of these two territories, 
which bfcarar the chief Eones of conflict and too vulnerable 
spots during the wars of 1967 and 1973• Fall in the marriage 
ratio and subsequent reduction in the birth rates* as an 
after effect of war* may be yet another cause for such a 
reversal in density trend* 
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CHAPTER • ZXX 
F E R T I L X T Y- M 0 R T A L X T Y A W P H O B X L I T Y 
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aiAPTf R « III 
Fertility, Mortality and Mobility 
Fertility, mortality and mobility ar*- thr three basic 
determinants of 'population growth•» Egypt is struggling 
hard to maintain a reasonable balance amongst them Inorder 
to arrest the rapidly moyntlng population prtssurrs on its 
meager national resources, so far, hot«rev« r, she is 
successful only to keep her otherwise hl^ jh death rates within 
certaln low limits, while the other two still need stringent,/ 
and political control inorder to yield fruitful results, 
I- Fertility 
(1) Geiwral Fertllltyi*-
Egypt's population Is hloihly fertile, and since, as 
was stated previously, in-mlgration plays a negligible role 
in fgypt, the rapid growth in country's population is, for 
the larae part, due to the excess of births over deaths. 
Table 3.1 lays down the vital statistics of the 
country for the period 1960-79, 
A study of the figures enumerated in table 2,1 reveals 
that there has been a steady rise in the crude birth rate 
since 1972, when an earlier slow decline in It came to an end . 
Before 1972 a decline of almost 10 heads per 1000 had been 
15 
TABU- 3 , 1 I - ?^Ur*EfFS AND ft^TI-S OF ClJUf f BIDTH, 
•-f -^ TK AUD PATUKA,L INCH''ASf I 1 9 6 0 - 7 9 
Yf- SiKS 
KUI«a.[ RS RATi S 
LIVE BIRTHS !^M ATOS N.AT'l;;RaL BlRTKf^ r's MHS KM'Sft^L 
(•o .^o) (•'^••»0} IMC»l^\Sf PfR i^OO PT'B 1 0 0 0 INCS5*: ^ V 
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(31)7 (Africa s*ri«»), Hwiow r^ vm^U S.Cul'^^ 
** 
Pnnrlaioaal f igures. 
Estlraatedf f igures . 
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r«gistered since the beginning of the 1960s. At that time, 
the Egyptian birth rate began to descend gradually from the 
high level of 44 - 45 per 1000 where it had been stayed since 
around 1950, 
The averge crude birth rate for the past 3 years 
(1977-79) of 38.8 was slightly higher than that for the years 
Just after the Six-Day war, 1967-68. In terms of birth rate 
reduction alone this sf^ t-back amounted to the loss of at 
least one decade. Table 3.1 indicates that there were far 
more live births occurring with each passing year of the 
lost moraentximi a crude birth rate of 38-39 per 1000 in 1967-68 
was producing around 1200,000 births, where as the same crude 
birth rate in 1979 registered about 1600,000 births — a 
1 
thltta more. 
The rise of the crude birth rate and of other more 
precise measurements dicussed in the follcring pages, have 
of course made a mockery of the primary goals of the population 
stablization prograirane, whidhi had been to bring the birth 
rate down to 23-24/1000 by 1982 and to reduce the rate of 
2 
natural increase to Just over one per cent by their. 
1- Gallagher, C.F, "Population and Developnent in Egypt! 
Part It Birth and Death on the Nile" in'AUFS IMiporf * 
(31), (Africa Series), Hanover, 1979-81, pp.1-14. 
2- Oupte, P.B. 'Population froft3.«-17t Egypt*, (A.U.H. 
Publication), m w York, 198lv p.21. 
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In ord«r to hav« a broader view of how f e r t i l i t y 
behaviour Is manifesting I t s e l f aimmg the Egyptian women 
of chlld^bt^^arlncr age {15-49 years)« I t I s best to resort to 
more precise measure8# such as age spec i f i c f e r t i l i t y rates 
{i,«?., the mmtoer of births during a s ingle yrar to women In 
a given usually 5 years -— agNi group per 1000 women In 
that same age group)# and the to ta l f e r t i l i t y rates (l«e«« 
the nuiid>er of to ta l l i v e births In a given year per 1000 
women aged 15-49 years ) , derived from them* These are laid 
down In table 3«2 on the following pages. 
A graph (Flgt 3,1) Is drawn on the basis of the figures 
of to ta l f e r t i l i t y rates In itgypt as entmerated In table 3 ,2 , 
The graph showing the movement of t o ta l f e r t i l i t y rates between 
1960-2000, I l l u s t r a t e s the sharp post 1972 r ise from a to ta l 
f e r t i l i t y rate of 5,07 In 1972 to one of 5«82 In 1975, with the 
projection of that rate at a s l i g h t l y higher leve l to 1980« Hie 
age*8peclflc rates a l so r«veal some of the anomalls of Fgyptlan 
f e r t i l i t y . Foremost among them Is the extraordinary low rate 
of 15-19 year age group, despite the fact that 30 per cent of 
them are married. The rate I s l e s s than one third that of 
Maxleo or Brazil , ar^i^ l e s s than one half that of United s ta te s , 
but only one f i f th or l e s s that of other Muslim countries l ike 
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r\HLt 5.2«- '\c;i spfcific AK!> TOTAL FrRTiLii'Y mrts 
in T vnfPT, 
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Banqla T>e9h» P«kistan« and Indonesia* Within the Middle 
I ast, th^ average percentage of females 15-19 ever married 
(for 18 countries that provided data) is 34 per cent, I gypt 
ranks 7th among them, tout is first in low aqe«specific 
fertility by a lar>ie margins Jor^ e^n shows 57, moi^ than tv/ice 
3 
as hlc*i, followed toy Turkey v;ith 64 and Tunisia with 65. 
Low early f e r t i l i t y i s aovf than counter balanced by 
thr fact that Fgypt has the highest rate in the world (amon^ 
major countries) for the 35-39 and 40-44 year age groups 
(thr peak of thf fc t l l l t y # in absolute terms* toeln<7 within 
the 25-29 aqe t^roup)* ainr! the second highest for the 45-49 
year groupi a resu l t of the tradit ional pattern of continuous 
chi ld bearing throughout the f e r t i l e period with increasing 
longevity in recent decades. Egyptian f e r t i l i t y remains 
ccMTiparltlvlty low for the 20-24 y«^ ar old group (for below 
Nigeria, Pakistan or Mexico, for example), becomes moderately 
high for th« 25-29s, picks up sharply in th* 30-34 year 
group, where i t Is exceeded only by Pakistan, an then 
maintains i t s e l f at the very hiah l e v e l s noted among the ol<lcr 
4 
aje groups. I t i s s ign i f i cant that the moderate f e r t i l i t y 
l eve l of tht 20-24 year-olds showed only a s l i g h t dip around 
3- aa l lagher . , Op.cit*, pp» 1-14. 
4 . i b i d . 
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1970 and imraeaiatcly th«rei f trr , but h«a now returnc'd to 
l eve l s c lose to those In the early 1960s, The raajor 
declines* even allowinq for post - 1972 recldivl»Bi# are 
foun<^  in the 'jroups acred 25-34, Where 1975 figures are s t i l l 
more than 20 p«r cent lower than those of 19608• Of the 
decl ine in to ta l f e r t i l i t y from 5,95 to 5.24 between 1966 and 
1973 i t has been estimated that w»aen 25-35 contributed 56 
per cent, women 35-49 made up 25 percent, those in the 20-24 
5 
ac?e group 15 per cent an' the 15-19 year olds only 5 percent. 
Though the a ^ - s p e e i f i c f e r t i l i t y rates are treated 
as more precise , yet they can not be depended much for rel iable 
resul t s in as wich as they are averages for an ent ire 5 year 
group, with the assuiaption that women in each year within 
th€ir a^ je c lass w i l l give birth at t h i s average rat*. Further-
laore, on account of non-registration and often under-
registrat ion of actual number of b ir ths , the accuracy of 
6 
these rates i s not much r e l i a b l e . 
(ii> Regional Patterns of f e r t i l i t y 
For lack of proper data, the evaluation of region-wise 
f e r t i l i t y behaviour i s not poss ib le . However, available 
5- i b i d . 
«* 'Demographic Measures and Pomtlation Growth in Agab 
Countriesl C«iro, 1970, p-2S0. 
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S t a t i s t i c s on th« «ubj«>ct show that f e r t i l i t y rates vary from 
one part of the country to ai^ther* In 1973, tht? l a s t yrar for 
which re l iable governorate data on f e r t i l i t y e x i s t s , the crt^e 
birth rate esraeeded 40/1000 in e ight govemorates, led by 
El - adi f 1-Gedid — Hew Valley — - (45/1000) snd followed by 
Beni^Stief and Faiyum (43/1000), Qalyubia and Giza (42/1000) 
and Minya and Asyut (41/1000), with Mlmifiya at 40/1000, All 
oth<»> rural govemorates had rates in the mid to h i ^ 308, 
while the modem urban centres of Cairo and 'Alexandria 
exhibited snich lower overal l f e r t i l i t y at 27/1000 and 29/1000 
respectively* The lowest ff»rti l i ty was recorded in Sue« 
(2/1000 ) , Port Said (4/1000) and Ismailiya (17/1000), These 
figures arc s t a t i s t i c a l ar t i fac t s of the three govemorates 
7 
being ift tiw war 2:one« 
( i l l ) Causes of H i ^ P e r t i l i t y i * 
There arc- many socio*rel iglous factors contributing 
to the hicyh f e r t i l i t y of the Egyptian masses. One frequently 
citt^d arises from the poverty, over crowdcdness and lack of 
7, Fie ld , J.O. and R(^>es, G., "Infant Mortality, The Birth 
Rate and D«v*loiMeiit i n tgypt," X» *!.» Eqypte 
^ • , LXX2 Ho,381, Le Caire, Aanee JUl l l e t , WSTpt^ 
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entertaliun&nt f a c l l i t l f s In th« r u r a l areas a p a t t r m 
f a i r l y t yp ica l of low Inconw c^roup c o u n t r i e s . Like In many 
o the r Husllm coun t r i e s , the p rac t ice of young an<^  universa l 
marriages coupled with a f a i r l y hi-^h divorce r a t e s (which 
s t imula te fresh matrimonial bonds) a l s o accovntf* for hiqh 
8 b i r t h r a t r s . Child marr ia ie 6oea not p reva i l much, 
a l thouc^ thf age of f i r s t marriage i s genera l ly low. Bigamy 
and Polyqamy, permitted by Islam* are fu r the r cont r lbu t lve 
f a c t o r s , but t h e i r con t r ibu t ion i s not of major Importance, 
On r e l i q l o u s f ron t , not only t h a t Xslam does not 
permit measures for c o n t r o l l i n g the b i r t h s , but a l so i t 
10 
advocates t h e i r abundant reprWuct ion , Egypt i s , predominantly^ 
a Muslim country, '^ s such the majori ty of i t s population 
n e i t h e r l i k e s voluntary checsks on the growing b i r t h r a t e s , nor 
does i t approve govemment-sponsered family planning 
programmes v+»lc(h have met with f a i l u r e in the p a s t . At the 
end of 19605 Egypt 's f i r s t massive r e a l i s t i c b i r t h cont ro l 
proqranwne was launched. In the f i r s t hal f of 1966, 2281 
b i r t h cont ro l cen t res were se t up and ca r r i ed out t h e i r 
functions e n t h u a i a s t i c a l l y . But by the end of 1967 only 157 
8- ^ m b a r , D.ti, , <*Th« tJliit«d Arab R*pttblic# I t s Peopl«, 
i t s Socie ty , I t s Culture* i n 'Hxiaian Relatlcma Are* f i l » s* 
New Haven, 1969, p«»86, 
9* Hoimtjoy, A,B,, "fgypti populatlcm and resourcesf i n 
* Popttlatlgiia of the Middle East and liortJt Afrjoi* (ed), 
t'Oneon, 1972,p,296, J>^. "-..^ ^^y^ 
10- "TAf^ AKWU-w-TAlC'XSARU • . • .^^ • • ^:^^ ^ ^ t / t i ) • a popular Kadl th 
goes which aM»ans *m«rry and reproduce a b u n d a n t l y , , , , , * 
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centrrs were atllX op«n« In the seventies many centn»« 
were th«oritlcally actlv* but the number of women usin^ them 
declined steadily from 170,000 In 1966 to 134,000 in I960, 
'llirsc numbt^ rs represent leas than 2-3 per c«»nt of the 
11 
7 million women of Chil<9»bearing age in 1970. In 1970 
c^sntraceptlve laeasures were still confined to an average of 
only 10»1S per cent of the female population, thouq^ there are 
12 
indications that this has fallen to 8*9 per cent since 1974, 
The tradition of large families continues, partly as 
an old a<;^  security measure and partly for economic reasons, 
for in cotton growing areas male children who, by picking 
cotton, can earn money for the household at an early age, are 
considered as an economic asset* Furthermore, in a coimtry 
where divorce is not a difficult procedure, bearing many 
children •••»•• • especially the sons makes wife's position more 
secure. For tt^se reasons, male is^ u^e acquires a sort of 
social respectability and a prestigeous status, and the 
11- waterbury, "Manpower in tgypt" Part IV, in *AUF8 Reports* 
(Africa Series), Hanover, 1972, pp«4-8» 
12- waterbury., "Chickens and Eggst Egypt's Population 
ixDloslon Revisited," In *AUFS Reports*. Vol.XX, Ko.l, 
(Africa Series), Hanover, May, 1975,p.8. 
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couples go cm producing babies till they h«v« sufficient 
mun^ ber of sons. If the goal Is tvro sunrlvlng 8<ms« It may 
take as many as eliht pregnancies to ensure five survivors, 
13 
of whofls atleast two will be males* 
Yet another social factor, responsible for high 
fertility In Fgypt, Is the large scale Illiteracy of common 
masses which acts as a barrier to the perculatlon of new 
Ideas In the society and does iK>t allow people to grasp fully 
the benefits of a small family. The majority of Illiterate 
populatl<m of the country can*t even realise the potential 
dangers of a fastly approaching population explosion* This 
Is quit* evident by the fact that birth rate figures of the 
literate section of populatlcm are substantially lower than 
those of Illiterate section of the society* 
2- Mortality 
(1) General Mortalltyt* 
Prior to the second world War# the Egyptian death 
14 
rates were asKxag the highest in the world* C3>olera epidemics 
13«> fadker, R*G* "Desired Pamlly ^lae #nd the Efficiency of 
Current Pamlly Programmes," In 'gopulatlwi 
studies*, Vbl.23,i;,on<^on, 1969,pp*27t-84* 
14-' BentMKmt, Pman^' otAimrst * The Kiddle Eastt A oeoqrag^lcal 
study*. Mew York, 1978, p«473* 
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spread through Fgypt several tiin»s froiR i816« the final 
15 
epidemic being In 1947 when over 20,000 people died. But 
now, on account of the wiae spread and univerpal iwdlcal 
revolution, fgyptlan laortallty rates are declining very 
rapidly — faster than expected (Table 3,1), in 1962, 
these rates were as hlc^ as nearly 18/1000, while In 1979, 
their estlmatrd figure touched the low level of 10,3/1000, 
^at Is raore Important la that the scope of their downward 
trend Is not yet ekhausted, as Is evident from the data of 
several developing countries %rhere rates below 10 per 
16 
thousand are now helnc? recorded. If the crude birth rate 
stays at or near Its current level of 42 per thousand and the 
crude death rate continues to drop below the 10 per thousand 
level, then a rate of Increase of over 3 per cent per annum 
Is likely within a very few years, 
A graph plotted against the figures of crude birth 
and death rates as enumerated In table 3,1 (Plgi 3,2) sho^ ^^ s 
that durlnq the decade preedlngr 1972 when fertility was 
15- Starap, L,^,, 'The Oeoorsphy of Life and Death*. London,1964, 
p, 35, 
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experiencing « decline that seeiiie<* prmalslng and permanent* 
mortality had remained stubbornly rather high* Paradoxically* 
after 1972« In contrast to the uph^ ard inovesient of the birth 
rate* death rate bc^an to come down more rapidly than before, 
(11) Infant Mortality!• 
The decline In general mortality is In good part due 
to recent reductions In Infant {un<^ er one year) and early 
child-hood (one to four years) mortality* both of which have 
a distinguished place in Egyptian life. Infant mortality* 
and in particular female Infant mortality* had long b«^ en 
extremely high in Eqypt* and src^ med stubbornly resistant to a 
major reduction. In the pre '^ o^rld war II period it fluctuated 
around the 150/1000 level. After 1945* It declined somewhat 
but stayed at a quite high plateau all throu^out the 1950s 
and '6Us, In 1968* Infant mortality for both the sexes was 
17 
131/1000 compared to 130/1000 in 1950, v/hile the rate for 
male infants was reduced slightly during th&t period from 
132/1000 to 125/1000* that of fc^ males* actually rose from 
127/1000 to 138/1000, Female Infant mortality exceeded that 
18 
of males an<* has remained higher ever since. The earlier 
17.- Valojoraa* V,0,, *Populatlon Analysis g^.^ayPtf X935-70* 
with Special Reference to Mortality* Cairo* 1972* op,9-10, 
18- Gallagher.* Op.Cit,* pp,1-14, 
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Mas In fAvour of imtMlma can moat l ike ly be attributed to 
the nomally gceater euseeptibllity of atsle infante to dieeaee, 
and the reirersal to the fact that the lat ter were f i r t affeeted 
by the gradual« e l i ^ t iaqproveoHrnts in rural health eare 
19 
cesitrea# after 1952* 
Dttring the 1970*. however* the infant mortality rate 
appears to have initiated a najor descent (table 3*3)• 
thirinQ the year 197S-76 i t waa fluctuating around 
88/1000, and i t has nost recently dropped to a current 
estifBated level of arouiuS 74/1000* If the previous pre^judioe 
againat femalea# revealed in the earl ier figures, suggested 
the lesser value put <m then in rural Egyptian society, the 
recent decline in deaths i s sKkst l ike ly associated witAi the 
study extensi<Mi of the iietifoxk of ruxml c l in ics which, i t i s 
now claimea, reach aliiost a l l of Egypt's 4000 oM vil lages 
throu^ the f>«i^ palati<Mi and Developaient Progranme, although mtmm 
are Jointly served by one healtli station* 
Though reasons are not clearly Icnown, a very interesting 
trend of infants death eoa»s into the l i i i e - l i ^ t i f we examine 
the entire apam of infant mortality i t s e l f , i«e*, the whole 
19- i b i d . 
6U 
T?*BLI 3 « 3 l - IKFAMT TFATHS ANT* IMFAMT MORTALXTt 
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smircc't- United Natioita, *r>feB>oc?r>phic Y^ar Book*, N«w York, 
1980, p . 3 4 4 . 
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Of tlMi IS aMMitiMi* litrn'-'CfoX* of t^v a«w«lx»rB« Aftor tlio 
i n i t i a l dip in the soeoad laontlt* iafost wortaiity grodMllr 
pioks xtp «• tt» iMitoy eoiii>i*t«8 th« f i r s t iww nonths of hX»Ai»r 
Ufc* t i l l i t f««€di*« i t s peak in thm sixth «aa sa'watli aontii 
of the €^iliA*m toirtli (tsliX* 3»4)» Ttisn i t gcodhially dseiiiMS 
(barriiKf « s l ight inoress* in ths tonth notith) sad nssriy 
cohorts btt^ to i t s origins!, vsluos s s in ths f i rs t four 
laonths* Astonishiagly* this panAwlie trend of infant 
Mortality Maintains i t s a l f tiirood^I'Mttt tiM pariod of obsarvation 
Of ooursa any daolina in infant Mortality i s to ha 
i#aleoMad# not Msraly ont of ainpla htaMmity« tout haoaasa of 
the wall danoMstratad rola playad hy axoass infant Mortality 
in eoiqpansating the mxemaa f er t i l i ty* But infant Mortality 
raduetiMi also Means adding to titMi stoidc of ftttnre MO^ tiihars 
%iho# othenrisa# would net have snrvivad to their raprodnetivo 
age* Xt i s wortli raMaMhariag« perhaps sOMiiihat enially* ^ t t 
as «rv«r populated as Egypt i s today* i t s nonlyers haira bean 
kept dovn by the historioal ly h i ^ infant and early ohild«4iood 
Mortality* In 1940* alnost 50 out of every 100 diildren bom 
%iere dead before the age of 10* Xn 19es« about 7S par eent 
20 
8urviif«a beyond that age* and in IMO* Mora than 90 poroent did* 
2 0 - lbl<«. 
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YV^R 
TABLT 3 . 4 1 ZNFAilT DFAT>{S BY MOMTH OF OCCtlRRFIfCE 
^ 1 9 7 i » 7 7 
" M o II T > r f 






















































































































• • united Nfttions* 'Q.t*oiLf«pte4.c T*«i:|>9f}]{('« Kf 
York,1980, p , 441* 
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som iiitttx«stiii9 ^»««cinitiofi« e«ii b* mmOm i f \m e o u l t e r 
tlM sviaUoiMftiip b«t»#ttMi fi»rtU.ity md lof«ttt oortsUty on 
regional lM«is« Existing •videnc« •ttgg««t« th«t Egypt** 
•KMrtaXity and f«ct i l i tT mtaa ao*vaxy •tib-nationally* 
Gwmmeratas h i ^ in ona ara typieally h i ^ in tlia otliar aa 
iwl i (a.g** 0«iyii]»i«« Minnfiya* Oiaa and BM^-Suaf). ifm 
ravaraa ia also t n a * Govanmrataa with a r e l a t i ^ i y low 
ineidanca of infant Mortality tand to ba aveng tliooo with 
ralativaiy lew onada tiirth rata (a»g*« lCafr»al«8haikh« Bahaira 
and DaMiliya). lu t thara ara anoMaliaa as wall* Cairo# 
Alaxandrla ma& Aswan ara high Mortality low far t i l i ty 
govamorat»s»whila hoth Paiyni and Aoynt ara high in far t i l i ty 
tottt airaraga in Mortality* All in all« howairar* tha oorralation 
betwaan infant Mortality and tiio hirth rata« at th* gevamorata 
21 
la^«l# i s positiva* 
(iT) Cansas of Hicfti infant Mortalityi> 
By having a fa ir ly high rata ;of infwit and aarly 
<aiild«hood Mortality, Egypt follows tha typicsal ^^ pnaMie 
2 1 - Fi«ld« J * 0 . an<1 Ropas» G«, Op,clt«« pp. 31*32« 
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thftt h«» b««ii ttowttvmA in mmr l«w Iwsmm ooiintri««« f «rly 
Qhild-Hood msirtalitf s»f l#ots th» ittt*rpX«y of «»t«r 
iioarirt«iiMit« MAljnatrition muSL iAf^ctioa wiiieti^ ia i«ypt« i« 
tri^g^i««« t»f •ceet« botttn of «««ti«-«»toriti» «aa «IMI 
•<jggav«t«a by i»«s>lr«tory idlMHts audi toy pwrmaUe iAfO0t«tio«. 
sine* Xator ohiXtfroii bo«i to • fanily «wi mm mmmpt^U to 
infoetieias «iMift«is aaflt «» wicfc* oofo vninocotolo to dootli tb«i 
•«r l i«r eiiilds«ii« thcx«fox* tlio ioeidftno* of high f e r t i l i t y 
i t8«i f i s « factor rospottsitolo for h i ^ Mort«Uty« 
y«t aootlior — ^ mA poihapt th* aoot important —— 
emioo of infoot atartoiity i»'poforty* • A elm to « » iaportMOS 
of pov»rty« «» wmmmum4 by «b« fanily iMcmm^ i« r»floetod by 
t^ p0rcmntMgm of ««iiifui f — t o OMpioymnt* fho ineidoiiG* of 
womm vocfciiHji in tlM paid labour foreo io eioscly oasoeiotctf 
witb i«««oii«d iefoiit Hortaiity rato* flio largar t ^ mwportioo 
of woMMfrA tAm aro gainfully c««doy»4 ia a govaxaorato» « ^ lOMor 
tho iafaat Mortality i s lilcoly to too in that govamorato* fliia 
pattara la 9i particular iatoraat baeauao i t auggaata ^ a t ia 
E«ypt« tlie toaaofits of addad ineano to tbo faiaily taad to 
24 
offaat aafiy aagativa affaota of dooraaaod aiataxaal cara* 
22. 'Health in Fqyptt Rccowinendatiooa for 0«3, Asalatanca** 
Mashlngtoa* T).C,« Jan« 1979« pp«39->40. 
23. Fl< l^d« J.0« and Rop«8« G«« op*r!it,« p»32. 
24. I b i a . , p.47. 
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ua»¥»n distribution of social bsasfitsf hmmvf dsasity 
of popaistien oiving riso to eon^otioa azid ewrofoifdodwissi 
wBimMXthy0 iassaitsry sad sitat coaditiona of mmf srassi aiiA* 
last bttt net l««st» tho troasisBt sad uasottisiS astaco of 
ffttltipio disieestiOM ia tho fox» of ovov-iMiXtipiyiBV fusal* 
arbsa aigratioas aia aoaw otiwr iaportaat faetora diractiy or 
iadiraetly coapoaaibla for liigit rata of iafaat aertality ia 
Egypt* 
3« Mobility 
•Mbility* vhicb oooaotas *«igratioa* (both 'ia-adLgratiaa* 
—-> iSMiigratioa «<*•«* aad *Ottt-«dgratioa' w—- aaigratioa) 
ia yst anotiier iaportaat datamiaaat of poiwlati«i gveirth of 
a country* Xta Magaituda ia rtwpiag tba grewtli aad ovar all 
aiMi of popvilatioa »ay» ifall# ba visaaliaad by tba fact that 
aoaa of tha ooitatriaa of waat Asia —»• Kiiait# for axaapla •— 
ara aapariaaeiag a record growth rata (ovar t«3 par cant) 
largaly bccauaa of th« traisiadoua iaflttx of Jeb*>ae«kiag 
iaaigrMita* 
(i) Eaigratioat'* 
Emigration or oat^nigratioa playa a dual rola ia 
tgypt* As far ^m tha parcantaga displaeaamtt of tha total 
66 
Egyptian population is cmicttmcd its rola is niaor or 
negligiblet but as far as the acquisition of th« valuable 
foreign remittanoes is concerned, it plays a aajor or key 
role in tlie country"s economy* Fvery year Egypt earns a 
precious foreign exchance of 1«0 to 2«8 billion dollars froa 
its lidoourers and other skilled workers employed out-side the 
35 
country. 
Accoirding to an official estinate, based on 1976 census* 
about 1.5 willion Egyptians (i.e., approacisiately 4 percent 
of the total population) arc now working in different Arab 
countries. Out Of them 500,000 work in Libya and Saudi 
Arabia, approximately 150,000 in the United Arab Emirates and 
Kwait, 50,000 in Iraq and 15,000 in Qatar. Official sources 
also quote that nearly 119,745 Egyptians, employed in the 
{ntblic and private sectors (within the country) have abcmdoned 
their jobs and moved to work in the Gulf states and other 
oil-rich Arab countries, in 1980. Most of these emigrants 
26 
were graduates from the Egyptian universities. According to 
the iigurta released by semi-ofricial sources, among those 
who emigrated to Arab States in 1980, were 2000 qualified 
25. 'Arab i conomic Report*« Vol«9, Beirut, Jan. 1982,p.155. 
26. ibid. 
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iMdlcal staff* ineiudlng 1S4< physicians. Othttr qualified 
pers<miial left in iar^ aunbers includad 8148 aceoimtantSt 
2918 ciiQin*«r8 and aore than 20,000 adiiiinistrativ« staff. 
1ti« matmr of foreigners entering andi residing in 
Egypt is also small. The nianber of foreigcwrs rose fron a 
little oiwr 100,000 at the beginning of this century to 
225,000 in 1927 and thereafter decreased. In 1960, some 
143,000 foreigners were recorded. Since 19S2, vith the 
passing of successive measures of nationalisation and the 
confiscation of property imd assets, the nusber of Greeks, 
British, French, Syrians, Italians and X«ebanese, fomerly an 
ins>ortant elesient in Egypt's coiKiierciaX middle class, have 
28 
undoubtedly decreased still further. INiow whatever residue 
of iamigrants is left, have hardly any impact upon the 
population dynmics of the country. Moreover, as an aftermath 
of the three destructive wars (1956, 1967 and 1973), fresh 
foreign investments in the Egyptian econcMry and arrival of 
new immigrants are strictly limited. 
27. ibid. 
28. Mountjoy., Op.clt., p. 297. 
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Thu8# migration* %flMith«r *in* or *out*, haa negl ig ible 
e f f e c t upon the rate of growth of Egyptian population i#hic^« 
therefore** i s almost <>ntirely due to natural increase. 
(iii) Regional Patterns of Wiqrationt-
within Egypt* a pattern of migration c^served in 
earlier censuses seems to persist! that is* a substantial 
movement of populatiem <-— mainly males «-— from the crowded 
poor govemorates of Upper Egypt (Aswan* Oena* Sc^ag and 
Asyut) to various urban centres* mainly of Lower ^gypt* By 
1960, the percentage of migrants from these govemorates 
registered in the urbsn govemorates was 76* S4* 74 and 72 
respectively, Cairo and Alexandria %»ere the <^ief places 
of attraction which* upto 1960* received two-thirds of the 
29 
net out-migration from Aswan govemorate* vBuring this 
c«ntury the spread of some accute intestinal worm diaM^ ases 
associated with the perennial irrigation paralysed the worlcing 
capacity of the majority of *fallahin» to the north, l^is 
provided a golden opportunity to the more active labourers 
from the epidemic - free southern govemorates who readily 
29. ibid. 
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found •mpioynent at th« porta and %^»r««»r Aanual Iftbour was 
xvqulred. A n«w feature that has becona evident In recent 
yeara ana is indicated by the 1960 census (whidh records the 
govemorate of birth) is that woaurn are increasingly taking 
part in this out-^igration from Upper Eqypt* fi^rrviously sMist 
of the out ROvesMMst was of swles alone* the more ceoent 
figures indicate an increase in ths raigration of £«Bnilies* 
The four nentioned govemoratcs show a mfran of 13 perorat of 
females born in t3Mm enwnerated in other govemorates in 
30 
19001 in 1947 this proport&on was only 7 percent* 
With the exception of Gisa anc^  Aswan* the odgratory 
influx to rural <?ovemorate8 is very saall« Most of the 
flK>venents into Gisa <3ovemorate have been to tim town of Gisa 
across the river from Cairo anrl now a rapidly expanding 
suburb. In I960, 22 percent of the population of Gisa 
govemorate were bom outside that governorste« ^abatantial 
ln«fiUlgration to Aswan govemorate may see» paradoxical (in 
view of the high Ottt««igratiofi from it« but this may be 
explained by the presence of «any constructional projects 
including the h i ^ Daun* the gro«;th of factories relying upon 
30« ibib*, p* 296. 
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Cheap bvdro-electric power from the Pan* and cxpaaalwri of the 
31 
iron or* mktm9, a l l offering golden opportunities of employment. 
(Iv) Cauaea of Inter-Ooverw>rate HiQrati<Mat» 
Poor ec»>noiBic ccmditlona in some govemoratea (mostly 
s ituated in Upper Egypt) and conparitive prosperity in other 
governorates ( largely belonging to the Z^ ower Egypt) i s , 
perhaps the most important factor responsible for in t er -
regional moveswnts* Increasing population pressures upon 
country's meagre resources «»* esi>ecially upon the l imited 
acreage of agricultural land •** a l so bear direct resp<MBSibility 
of such movements. Further, in the southern part of E^ypt there 
arc re la t ive ly few non*agricultural opportunities of eniployment 
an<5 here i s to be found sone of the nforst poverty in the 
Republic. In the Delta gov*morates« on the other hand* there 
are great potent ials of employment and a growing variety of 
non-agricultural work i s available i n then. These governorates 
a l so have re la t ive ly l e s s population pressure upon the ir land. 
31, i b i d . , p. 299. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
Gro%/th of Population 
(1) RATT OF POPULATIOM GRCHTHt* 
At presc^ nt Fgypt't moat crucial probl#m is its hi<^ 
rate of pO|Wl«tion qrcmth which« to aay the least* has 
asauned alaxiaing proportions in viow of its considerably 
high birth ratr and continuously diainishiOQ death rate* 
*Mii v*e hu"*^  »c» n in the prtceeding ch«pt«r# the acc«'larating 
rati^  of population qrowth i8» in fact« a f'iract consequence 
of natural increaso# since the iiiqpact of migration is 
mlaisRM in Egypt* Zf th^ present rate of groiifth rasaias 
uachaoged* the population of the country would be doubled 
within a short spaa of« say* 25 to 30 yeaz«« 
It is noteworthy that* though the current rate of 
population growth in Egypt* estinated at about 2«9 percent 
1 
per annual in 1979* seems to be consir'erably low in coeiparis<» 
to sons of its nsi^bouring Vest Asian countries* such as 
I. 'Statistical Yearbook*. Rew York. 1979-80* p,69. 
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I ran (3 .0^) , Jordan (3.3?f), Syria (3«3%}« Iraq (3.4?«), 
2 
Kwait (8*39^ )• «tc«# y#t con9ir%ring the liiBltc-a ©conomic 
resources of the country I t i a , undoubteaiy* too hiqii . 
igyp t i8« p r imar i ly , a d(Pasert s t a t e and an a g r i c u l t u r a l 
country whos« ii»or« than 98 percent populat ion i s centred 
around the narrow but extremely f e r t i l e Nile Basin whidh 
covers rougflily about 3.5 percent of thf' t o t a l a rea , of the 
country . Further , the potf^ntial of expansion of i t s l imited 
a g r i c u l t u r a l land i s very l imi ted and cannot bear the 
pr« ssurr of i t s burgeonin<i population any more* I t i s 
«rorthwhile t o mention here t h a t whereas the poimlaticm more 
than doubled (219 percent ) during the period 1897-1960, the 
area of farm land increased by only 26 percent AtuS the crop 
3 
ar«a by 52 percent* 
(11) Populetiop Growth between 1600 and 1976t-
Prior to 1800 A«D,, all population estimates in Fgypt 
were basted on tufrm guesses anrl conjectures as precise 
2 {Population Reference Bureau, 'World PopalaUoti Pata gheet*. 
Londtma, 1970 • 
3- Kountjoy, A,B« "Igypt, i Pop«ilation and Resources" in 
'Populations of the Middle East and north Afyi^ ||; London, 
i^^S, p, ioo« 
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scientific and tec^noloqical methods for census enumeraticm 
%rerr almost lacking. It was only in 1882 that the first 
census of the country was taken and it showed that Egyt>t had 
4 
7,8 million rcsir'ents. However, the results of 1882 census 
were not regarded as reliable, Subsequent efforts at census 
takinq proved to be ineffective and irregular* anr' it was not 
until 1897 that n*w measures were adopted in carrying out a 
SYSttmatic and methodical census enumeration. Between 1897 
and 1976« nine censuses have been condiicted, so that Igypt 
has a more plentiful record of population statistics than most 
of the developing countries of the region* Table 2,1 
(Chapter II) summerises the results of these censuses* and 
table 4,1, below gives the population growth of Egypt between 
1897 and 1976 (calculated from the data of table 2,1), 
The first reasonably reliable census, taken in 1897, 
recorded a total population of 9,714,500 (table 2,1), The 
census of 1976 whicd), incidentally, is the latest available 
Cf^ nsus of the country, recorded a total of 36,626,204 an 
increase of over 350 percent in 79 years. As is evident from 
4- Gtipte, P,B., 'Popttlstion Profile*17*, Sew York, 1981, p,13 
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TABU 4 « l I - POPUI^^flON GKCMVli OF IGYP7 
BJT'flFN 1897 AND 1 9 7 6 , 
C N3US 1897 1907 1917 1927 1937 1947 I960 1966 1976 
Yt ARS -««-..^„.>,„.««—»««»..—«-«-.«-.^ 
S ^ ^ T O ^ ^ - ^ •S U 3 1 .1 1 .2 1 .8 2 . 4 2 . 5 2 . 6 
(PFRC NT, 
PI'R AflNUM 
Sourcfti U n i t e d J lat lons* 'Dgwooraphic Y»arbooXi 
(Varioua Y e a r s ) . 
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table 4,1, the ratp of increase has not brrn uniforra 
throughout thia period* There occurred a high rate of 
population increase in the early years of this centtiry i«rhen 
basin irrigation was replaced by perreaial irrxgatioo and 
eaore cultivable area bec«rae available for agricultural 
5 
persuit. There followrd an almost uniform rate of growth 
of about 1*2 percent per annum until the break of the Second 
world '^ar, when it suddenly rose to 1.8 percent pet annun* 
This sharp increase may be attributed to hlght^ r rates of 
births over those of deaths* In later y*ars the situation 
become more alarming as the rate of population increase 
offshooted to 2«4 in 1960 and continued to rise even thereafter. 
On account of such increase* every year about 000,000 ne%r 
boms were added to the Egyptian population* It is estimated 
that with the present rate of growth the existing poqpujilatlon 
6 
Of Igypt would be doubled within the next twenty five y* ars* 
If the p<H>ulatic»i growth crosses the level of 3*0 per 
cent per annum (which is very probable in view of nearly 
stiatlonary birth r «te vtndJ continuously diminishing rieeth rate) 
then Egypt would faoe an addition of avmr a million new mouths 
every year • '•••"— an appalling situation which may push the 
councry to a point of no return* 
5- Fisher, w,B*, "Physical and Social Geography in Egypt* 
in Europe Publication, 'The Middle Fast and Worth Africa** 
27th edition* I«on<^ on* i90a«81« p* 303* " 
6* Mountjoy.* Op.cit** p. 299. 
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It is interesting to note that forecestin? the future 
sise of Egy >tian population on the part of deiBographers and 
other population experts hav«« always^ been proved to bt a 
loser's game« as all such forecasts matured madh earlier than 
their specified time limits* In 1952« Mountjoy* basing his 
calculations upon the 1937-47 rate of population increase, 
forecasted a population of 33 million for 1977| but ^is target 
was attained much earlier in 1970* In 1959, the Yearbook of 
the U.A.R« presented a futuristic picture of the populaticm for 
1977# according which the country would have a population of 
34*8 million in that ytar, but this level of population was 
7 
crossed by the country 5 years earlier in 1972. The 1976 rate 
of population increase suggested a total of approximately 42 
8 
million people by I960* This was slightly less than the *hi^* 
projection published in the Tables of Basic statistics, U*A*R*, 
in 1963, which estimated a population of 45*7 million for 1980* 
Since th^ " rate of annual increase is constantly rising, there 
is every likelihood tiiat even this *high projection may be an 
underestimate* 
(iii) Regional Patterns of Population Qrewtht-
Available data indicate that the regional growth of 
population is highly irregular* There are some govemorates 
7- i b i d . , p* 300. ^ 
8- united Nations, 'Pemograpliic Yeajrt»oo^*# liJisi^  1Jbl%i'a^ l'J^ 4^  P*136 . 
" • '"at 
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wh«r« the growth of population is positive while in others 
it is negative (showing a aecreas« in population)* Further* 
in sowe govrmorates th# rate of growth is loarginal while in 
others it crosses the high level of 3.00 per cent per annum. 
This tftct is well elaborated in table 4.2 below« which is 
derived from the govenw>rate*wise population figures of table 
2,3 (chapter II) for th« census yrars 1966 aiK? 1976* 
,Mn examination of table 4.2 reveals that out of the 
five urban governorates* th«> three* namely* Cairo* Alexandria 
and Ismailia show a positive rate of p<n>ulation grow^ .th of 
2.04* 2,87 an<? 3#32 respectively* whrreas the other two* 
namely* Port said anc^  Sues show a negative rate of population 
growth of -0«7l and -4,37 respectively* The probable reasons 
for such a rt^ versal in th« trend of population growth in 
respect of the two latter govemorates are the same as 
mentioned earlier in chapter II* vis (a) exit of a large 
number of foreigners and native citizens frcwi the two cities 
of Port Said and Suets which were the most vulnerable spots 
during the 1967 ana 1973 wars* (b) high rate of civilian 
casaalities during the enemy attack and (c) a subsequent poor 
birth rate in the few years to coam* 
Among the eight I^ ower Egypt govemorates* Qalyubia 
registers the highest rate of population growth of 3*81* 
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TABU 4 . 2 1 W G I O N A L POPULATIOW GR©;'^ TH OP f<fYFT 
DUta.NO -mi ri:CA,rE 1 9 6 6 - 1 9 7 6 . 
Gov* mora t r s IMCf<i A-;i' fi-^n OP GOWRNOPATFS INC.»5i A.S>" R^TI OP 
IN l>ORfI,- POPI^N 
ATI ON B--T, INCRi A'^f 
1 9 6 6 - 7 6 FFR CIHT 
PVR ^MHliM 
IN POLN. POPLN 
Bl T , 1 9 6 6 - 7 7 1 ! « : R « \ S F 
Pi'BCFNT 
UJ-^ BAN COV? RHO-
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• 5 1 7 , 5 9 9 
- 2 0 , 3 5 7 
- 1 5 0 , 7 8 8 




• 2 8 4 , 9 7 3 
• 3 9 3 . 1 8 6 
• 4 4 7 , 4 2 4 
• 5 1 3 , 2 3 7 
• 2 5 2 , 9 3 4 
• 4 6 2 , 2 4 2 
• 
• 7 6 8 , 8 6 6 
• 2 0 4 , 9 6 4 
• 1 8 0 , 7 0 5 
• 3 5 0 , 1 3 7 
+277 ,214 
• 2 3 5 , 5 6 3 
• 2 3 4 , 7 8 2 
9 9 , 3 6 5 
S o t t r e o s i * < 
PRONTIFR GOV, 
• 2 . 0 4 Rt^ d Sea • 1 8 , 3 7 3 • 4 , 8 5 
• 2 . 8 7 »«^ V a l l e y - 2 , 6 9 4 - 0 . 4 5 
« 0 . 7 1 Matruh - 1 0 , 9 3 5 - 0 , 8 8 
- 4 . 3 7 S i n a i - 1 2 0 , 7 4 5 - 9 . 2 2 
• 3 . 2 2 
• 2 . 8 6 TOTAI* • 6 , 5 8 0 , 3 2 2 • 2 . 1 8 
• 2 . 9 
• 2 . 5 4 
• 2 . 0 6 
• 1 . 9 5 
• 2 . 4 3 
• 1 . 7 3 
^ 3 . 8 1 
• 4 . 6 5 
• 2 . 1 9 
• 1 . 9 4 
• 2 . 0 5 
• 1 . 9 5 
• 1 , 3 9 
• 1 . S 9 
• 1 . 9 
• s tat i . t i ca l HABdlXMdc. onltod Arab ftaoub^f •^{j 
'Central Aq^ney tor Public Mobilisation and 
?fi!Sft2.1sftSl! • '^«lfW, 1978. »«TB-
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follo'.-)'^ by Dandfrtta with 2 ,9 and Bahcira with 2 ,8€ , The 
four cioveraorates of Kafr-e l -She ikh, Charbiya, Uakhliya ant^ 
Gharr^iya are having alfsost i>arallcl rat# of popuXatimi growth 
€'c;ual t o 2 , 5 4 , 2 .06 , 1,95 ana 2,43 re src'Ctivcly, '.-fhilc the 
^ v r m o r a t e of Minufiya records the lowes t rate of 1 ,73 . 
In the case of Upper tgypt govemorate« , Oiza tops the 
lis-^t with a populat ion qrowt.h of 4 ,65 percent per anntira. 
Such a trf ifiendous increase i n i t s populat ion tmy be 
attrii^uted t o thi^ ^ <11 vers ion of wa-t^ es of job-srcXing migrants 
from the nearby capltffl C a l m — where the job-<»pportunities 
arc exhaust ing very rap id ly and a near s t u r a t i o n point has 
rtac^jea t o thfr Oiz& c i t y . The o ther govcmorate-s, 
except Paiyum (2,19) and Minya (2,05) are experiencing a 
mode rat* rate of population gra^rth averaging a t 1.75 percent 
per annum, 
A comparative stu«fly of the populat ion growth of Lower 
Fgypt govcrnorates v>nd TT j>er tgypt govemorat^a rc^veal that 
the former are growing more rapid ly than the l a t t e r . Such 
d i s p a r i t y i n the rate of populat ion growth of the two regions 
may b*' J u s t i f i e d on the ground that with the considerable 
d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n i n economic a c t i v i t y of the De l ta reg ion . 
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lartie iiusri3«r of •«ployii»Bt opportunities ar« iMling created 
In Lovrer Kgypt wtilch a t tract hundreds of j<^*se«king Migrants 
from upper Egypt. 
Affionq t)» four Frcmtier govemorat«8# Rf>d Sea 
reqis ters a pos i t ive population groirth of 4*8S per cent per 
annu»« while both Nev Valley and Matruh regis ter a negative 
population <3rovth of •0 .45 and oO.SO per oent per annum 
respect ive ly . The most peculiar case,however* i s that of 
Sinai govenK>rate which records as sharp a decline in i t s 
population growth as * 9.32 per cent per annvoa. An envious 
reason for such a prominent negative behaviour i s the 
permanently h o s t i l e nature of i t s north->eaatem borders and 
Long occupation of the terri tory by Israe l %rhich drove 
thousands of igyptiaas out of the ir homelands. 
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CHAPTER • V 
Structure and Conpoaitioa of Population 
1* Ac;* and Sex Structure 
(1) Age StructureI^ 
Age, which i s an index of a person's capability* i s 
a s igni f icant «M»asure of a nation's v i t a l i t y as weXX. The 
manpower supply* the dependency x«tio# and a l l socio^eeonoade 
a c t i v i t i e s of a nation are guit^ed t>y the age«»structure i t 
possesses . Not only that* the age composition of a country's 
populati<m# WBong other things* i s a sens i t ive index of i t s 
f e r t i l i t y * aor ta l i ty and neA>ility patterns* 
Table 5*1 below gives th«^  age-structure of Egyptian 
populaticm as enumerated in the two censuses 1960 and 197C* 
A c lose examination of t h i s table reveals that 'Juvenility* of 
the population i s a glaring feature of Egyptian l i f e * In 1960* 
sosie 42*75 per cent of the to ta l populati<Ni was u n ^ r the age 
of 15 years* while in 1976* t h i s percentage dropped to 39*94* 
In both the censuses* %#ell over half the population was under 
20 yf ars an^ m a r l y two-thirds of the population was under ^ 
years of age* 
TABLE 5 .1 ! • ACJf-STRUCnmt Of lOTfPTlAII POPUhmtm 
hS FNUME^ ATFD W THl T^O CS'llSUSES OF 
I960 AMD 19'H 
OROOPS POPULATION OP EGYPT I9«0 
































































SOttJTCC •• limted li«ti(MlS *Pwttoqraphic y»yrt>ook| *V61 • 2, 
Historioal awppl^mtnti^Hw Yocfc, 1978, pp,2l2-13r 
1976 s ifnltud Natlona, 'Peiaoqraohic Yeagtaoolt** 
Mew Yezk, 1980, pp. 178-79 • 
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If wf! divide the whoI« lifvspan of Egyptian IMN>P1« 
into thr^ c^  broad OAtagori^s* fixing 0«»14 Y^taz* limit for ^m 
*Juv»nile* A<)m groupf iS<»64 years linit for fAm ccoaomieally 
active* aq# group and 65 years and above limit for the 'super 
annuation* aac group* then we find that the Juvenile qroup 
contained 42.7S and 39*94 percent* the economically active 
group 53*76 ai^ 56*46 percent and the super annuation group 
3*47 and 3*59 percent of the total population in I960 and 1976 
respectively* The addition of first and thizd category gives 
the total peroentabe of 'dependent* population whic^ was 46*22 
and 43*53 in 1960 and 1976 respectively* Thus tfe find that* 
whereas* inbetween the two censuses of 1960 and 1976* the 
percc'ntage of Juvenile population came down from 42*76 to 
39*94* the percentage of eeornxsically active population bettevsd 
itself fron 53*76 to 56*46* The first fact may be attributed 
to the sli^t decrease in the birth rate (fron 43*1 per thousand 
in 1960 to 36*4 per thousand in 1976) on sccount of various 
populaticwi control oieasures* while the second fact* to the 
longevity of age due to the is^ proved conditions of health tunA 
hygiene am) 9n appreciable fall in the df>ath rate (fran 16*9 
per thousand in 1960 to 11*7 per thousand in 1976 ->*<• table 3*1)* 
The juvenile group is an important age group in as mudi 
as it is economically most unproductive and expensive too as 
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it is to b« fed, cloth«d« edueatrd etc* Aoeoxdingly, any 
d«creaii«> in th« proportion of Juv»nil« population* howowr 
mnall It laay b«» Is an ancouraglnQ feature* ^Th9 yoimg 
population imposes certain constraints in terns of imrestsieBt 
decisions relatin<7 to 8ocio««eonomic measures and also favours 
1 
rapid population growth unless special sieasures are taken." 
The gravity of the situation nay %»*11 be visualised by the 
fact that every year igypt has to feed wort than 800,000 
new mouths resulting in the heavy esependiture on imported food* 
In 1967 alone food imports oosted tgypt nearly 138 million 
Egyptian pounds in addition to food imported tiirou^ 
2 
International Eeononic Aid ScAiemcs. Besit^ es this, the 
^vemmeat also has to build more schools, hCHipitals anS houses 
to keep pace %rith the rising population, %ihile every y#ar 
thousands of school leavers seek Jobs in tlu^  towns* Thus, 
the slioht decrc'sse in the proportion of youngs frcm 42*75 
percent In 1960 to 39*94 pc^ rcent in 1976 definitely gave a 
sicj*! of relief to the well*wisherti of fch^ country* 
(ii) Determinants of thf Age Structure t« 
The age structure of a population is determined 
basically by three factors, ie*, fertility, mortality MkS 
!• Padmanabha, P*, "Populatimi of Znrfia, some dlRMrnsions**, 
in *Yoj||a*, New Delhiy January 26, 1963, p*5« 
2* *l conomic Bulletin * (23), I«o*4, Table 3.4 (a). National 
Bank of Igypt, Cairo, 1970. 
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nobility* Thmam tlirc« ir«riabX#a in th«m8#lve8 arc not •atir«ly 
ina«peii^cnt« and any c^ aogr^  in €mm nay« eirentually* influence 
th« other turo« bat social an^ economic condlticxna such as «rars« 
natural calamities* catastroi:A)e« population policies* etc.* 
3 
influence aye structure throu^ thi»i* 
AS we have seen in chapter ZIX* Egypt is i^aracterized 
by high fertility ana loir and declining mortality rate* 
Consequently* it has large proportion of its population in the 
young age group* Again* as is evident from table 5*2 below* 
the Icmgevity of life in Egypt being short* the proportion of 
its populatimi in the old age group is also not very large* 
Thus the populatKm of igypt is heavily wei<^ted infavour of 
the Jui^nile age group of 0»14 years* 
The influence of migration on age structure of a 
population is %iell rc'cognised* Since migrations are often 
age and sex selective* the age structure of the two areas 
involved in tlw process gets modified as does its sex 
composition* Normally the people in the worlcing a ^ group 
of 20<-40 »rm more mobile than the people in tiMs other age 
groups* 
3. Clarke* J.I.* *^PulaUon Geography** Oxford* 1972,p.66* 
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TABL! 5*2 I - f:^ TIMAT>D \HD PKOJfCTrD LIFT 
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Table S*3 t»low 9mm»rMtmm thm popalstion of Egypt by 
age an<^  sax for thr y«>ar 197i* An axamlnatioo of this tabla 
rcimals a large dafacit in tha niMdaar of amlas in tha aga 
group 20«40* Thia i« probably axplaiaad aa a raault of the 
nala nigratlon to tha naighboisring aisa other mora developed 
countries* in search of better job opportunities. According 
to an official estimate* nearly l.S adlllion Egyptians are 
4 
working in different Arab countries* 
within Egypt* male excessive migration of Job»8«eking 
peoole from the cro%fded poor govamoratea of Upper Egypt 
<\Bwan« ;«na* SOhag* Aayat) to urban centres — mainly of 
tower Egypt* is likely to be more mqti aelactiva* Consequently* 
the arras of such in«migration (especially those having big 
cities) art likely to be dosdnated by adult age group* while 
the areas of sudh out-Hnigraticm (especially tha rural areas) 
arc likely to suffer a diminution in tha proportion of adult 
male posHilatl<Mi« ffon-availability of aga«wise regional 
statistics is* howevar* a najor hii»dteraace in the verification 
of the above stateswnt* 
<• *Arab gconomic Report*. Beirut* Jan. 19B2, p.155. 
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TASLf 5 . 3 • - l»OPUi;»ATIOII Of FGYPT BY Aflf MID SfXl 197« 
AGF GROUP MALf PEMALf 
Uir iR ONf YEAR 
I - 4 
5 - 9 
1 0 » i 4 
1 5 - 1 9 
3d«24 
2S«29 
3 0 - 3 4 
3 5 - 3 9 
4n«.44 
4 5 - 4 9 
5 0 - 5 4 
5 5 - 5 9 
6 0 - 6 4 
6 5 - 6 9 





2 « 1 9 6 , 4 3 6 
2 « 4 2 1 , 8 1 3 
2 , 5 8 1 , 9 7 9 
2 , 1 4 1 , 8 5 4 
1 , 5 2 2 , 2 7 9 
1 , 3 2 1 , 6 6 5 
1 , 0 3 6 , 4 8 0 
1 , 0 2 4 , 7 8 2 
9 3 5 , 7 8 7 
7 8 9 , 5 2 1 
7 1 9 , 1 8 5 
4 8 1 , 9 9 7 
4 7 9 , 9 4 3 
2 6 8 , 7 7 7 
2 0 2 , 4 2 2 
167 ,962 
2 , 5 7 8 
1 8 , 6 4 7 , 2 8 9 
3 4 6 , 1 0 9 
2 , 1 4 7 , 7 9 6 
2,259,83<» 
2 , 3 2 3 , 5 4 4 
1 , 8 4 9 , 9 5 2 
1 , 5 6 1 , 6 9 8 
1 , 3 6 2 , 9 1 6 
1 , 0 9 2 , 1 7 3 
1 , 0 3 0 , 0 9 0 
9 4 6 , 9 0 4 
7 3 8 , 2 0 3 
7 4 1 , 9 1 4 
4 1 2 , 0 9 3 
4 9 0 , 3 7 9 
2 4 2 , 4 0 4 
2 3 4 , 9 0 6 
1 9 4 , 7 6 9 
3 , 1 7 6 
1 7 , 9 7 8 , 9 1 5 
smircei tgyptt Cf»ntraX Agency f o r Publ ic MatoiUxmtlon 
sad s t a t i s t i c s , 1978 as quoted l a 
'^bJF'Conoietic R€oort*^ B e i n i t , Jiitt.1982, 
p*186« 
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(111) Sgac Structure!» 
partly 
In viGw of the partly contrasting and/conplementary 
roles of th<f« two sexes In the econoiay and society* the study 
of the ir rat ios to rac*i other becosies of gi«at Interest to a 
soc ia l s c i ent i s t* Sex rat io Is an Index of the soclo-ec(»ionle 
conditions prevailing In an area and I s a useful tool for 
5 
regicmal analysis* In I tse l f* the ra t io Is a function of 
thrrc basic factors of (a) sex rat io at birth* (b) d i f ferent ia l 
In mortality of the two sexes «t d i f ferent stages of l i f e and 
6 (c) sex s e l e c t i v i t y amoncr th^ ailgrants. In i t s oim turn* sex 
ratio has a profound e f f e c t on other demograii^lc variables 
l ike grovrth of population* marriage rate* occupational 
structure e t c . 
Table 5.4* below* gives the distribution of Egyptian 
population In different censuses by sex* 7rom this table 
it is clear that for the entire census span In the long 
history of Egyptian cf^ nsuses* sex ratio of the population did not 
follow any uniform pattern* For the roost part It Inellncd 
towards the male members of the society while off and on It 
5. PranXUn* S.H* "The pattern of sex ratio In Rewaealand" In 
•EconoiBlc Geography** Vol*32* London* l»S6#p-168* 
6. Clark* J.I.* 'Rural and Urban Sex Ratios In England and wales* 
London* Feb* I960* p* 29* 
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TABLF 5 . 4 • - rJIStRIBUTION OF POP^hXTitM m THf 














































MUKS? R o r MAUS 
mu THOUSAND 
PF HALF S 
993 • 5 
1 0 : 3 . 4 
1 0 0 7 , 9 
1 0 0 3 . 2 
9 9 1 . 3 
1 0 0 1 . 6 
9 8 0 . 9 
1 0 1 1 . 6 
1 0 1 8 . 5 














6 . 5 
3 3 . 4 
7 . 9 
3 . 2 
8 . 7 
1 .6 
1 9 . 1 
U . 6 
1 8 . 5 
3 7 . 2 
s o u r c e a •• *8t<i 
R»pttlil.lc. C a i r o . 1 9 7 1 . p . 1 8 . 
'm%^ ^f¥ 
a*viat<K3 in£avour of frmale members of th« society* In 
respect of it« negative behaviour* tiie sex ratio attained 
ita highest valiie in 1947# when th«re existed approximstely 
961 males for every 1000 fMsales, However* last thre>c census 
figure's reveal thst the prosKirtion of male neaibers in the 
countryiiwas constantly increasing* There were 1011*6 ouiles 
per 1000 females in 1960| 1018*5 isales per 1000 females in 
19661 anc? 1037*2 males pt^r thousand females in 1976* 
Tables 5*5 and 5*6 on the following pages represent the 
population of ^gypt by age and sex (along with the s<x ratios 
an(9 other derivatives) for the census years 1960 and 1976 
respectively* an' figures 5*1 and 5*2 represent the 
corresponding age»sex pyramids compiled from these tables* 
These pyramids are imr:>ortant indictors of the demographic 
history of Egyptian p<^ >ulation« as they reflect the stage of 
demographic transition through whic^ the country is pa'^ sing* 
f ach of these pyr«Bids has a fairly broad base and a sharply 
tapering apex typifying the commcm post-war experience of 
most developing coimtrir s* Sudi a shape of an age-sex pyramid 
indicates the second stage of demographic transition in %diiGh 
high birth rate and sharply declining death rate are the 
chief characteristics of the growth of population* 
In both the pyramids the •Juvenility* of population 
is very apparent* In 1976* some 39*94 percent of the total 
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HALF S n- MAINE'S TOTAl* 
HU?4BER 
OP 























































































- 3 3 . 0 9 
- 2 0 4 . 0 4 
- 1 7 8 . 6 3 
1 5 . 1 
1 2 . 6 
8 . 5 
7 . 0 
6 . 6 
6 . 2 
6 . 5 
5 . 1 
4 . 3 
- . 8 
2 . 5 
2 . 5 
1 .3 
1 .0 
0 . 9 
192 509 701 3 7 7 , 2 1 - 6 2 2 . 7 9 
1 3 , 0 6 8 , 0 1 2 1 2 , 9 1 6 , 0 8 9 2 5 9 8 4 , 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 . 7 6 * 1 1 . 7 6 
FI MAU S 
TO TOT'^ 
1 0 4 6 . 4 0 * 4 6 . 4 0 1 6 . 2 1 5 . 6 
1 4 . 1 
1 1 . 8 
6 . 1 
6 . 8 
8 . 2 
6 . 5 
6 . 8 
4 . 8 
4 . 5 
3 . 9 
2 . 4 




Soared • tmitttci HatioiMi, _ mph^c Yearbook*, 
, I>p.212-13, 
















TABU- 5 . 6 l - P0PULA7I0N OF fGYPT BY .-V'r 4&in SrX I 197« 
GROUPS 
IN Yf \W< 































PIR 1 0 0 0 HhU S 




?f KALI S 
351*829 346.109 697,938 1016*52 ^ 16.52 
2«196«i36 
2 ,421 ,813 
2 ,581 ,979 





























4 ,344 ,232 
4 ,681 ,702 
4 ,905 ,523 
3 ,991 ,806 
3 ,083,977 
2 ,684 ,581 


























4^  22 .65 





- 50 .99 
- 5.52 
- 11.74 
+ 69 .95 
- 30.64 
-fl69.63 
- 21 .28 
4108.80 
- 1 3 8 . 2 9 
-137 .63 
2,578 3,176 5,754 811.71 -188.29 

































Sources- Unlt«?«f« n a t i o n s , *P#<iogr»phic Yg>rtK»o»*, mv yox1c,1980 
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populat ion (20.06 percent males and 19 .32 prrcrnt fpinalra) 
w«?rr un>^#r 15 years of age# we l l ov*r h a l f th* populat ion 
(26.47 percent mal«8 and 24.37 p trcrnt f » « a l e s ) were un^'er 
20 years ana m a r l y two-thlrda of the populat ion (34.23 
percent males and 32.36 percent females) were unacr 30 years 
of age ( tab le • 5 . 7 ) . This Implied a population of hlqti 
f ecundi ty — 43.63 percent of th^ t o t a l female populat ion 
were of c h i l d - b e a r i n g (15-44 years ) age , compared • 1th mu<* 
l»^»a a perc^ntaqe of suc^ females In many other developing 
c o u n t r i e s . 
The a i e - s e x pyramid of 1960 presented more or l e s s 
the same pic ture except tha t with a broader base . I t revealed 
a h igher percentage of under 15 Juveni le group. I t was 42.75 
(22.07 percent males and 20.69 percent females) In 1960 as 
aga ins t 39.94 percent i n 1976. However, the percentage of 
women of ch i ld -bear ing age In 1960 (41.06) was l e s s e r than the 
percenta<7e of s i m i l a r women In 1976 (43.63) implying a 
populat ion of comparatively low f e c u n d i t y ( table 5 . 7 ) . 
The sharply taper ing shape of the two pyramids 6 id 
a l s o sug-iest a r e l a t i v e l y p|j^&expectation of l i f e . Li fe 
expectancy i n 1976 was about 53 .6 years for males and 56.1 
7 
years for females* as aga ins t 52 years for males aw9 
7 . United Rat ions , 'Demographic Yearbook*, NeK Yotk,l9»0 
p .878 . ' ——«— 
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T'^BLEl 5 . 7 • - PEftCFNTAGE POPdl^ ^TZOli KtiOf 1 5 , 2 0 
AMD 30 YEARS AND PERCEIfTAGC FEMALES 
OF CHIW^BEhRXna AGE (1S«.44 y e a r s ) 
FOB THE CtHSUS YIARS I960 AHD 197« . 
(DERIVrr FROM THE FATA OF TABLES 
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4 0 . 5 0 
5 1 . 9 9 




;- TOTAL PERC'-MT PFR-
CENT FEMALE OF THF CENT 
OF POPLN TOTAL OF Tfffi 
TW FEMAUE COP^BINED 
COM- POPLN. TOT.AL 
BINEO POPLK. 
TOTAL 















• 0 6 
• 4 7 
• 2 3 
•07 5374940 4 l « 6 1 2 0 . 6 9 
•36 6415226 4 9 . 6 7 2 4 . 6 9 
• 3 1 8343723 6 4 . 6 0 3 2 . 1 1 
5306283 4 1 . 0 8 2 0 . 4 2 
PEM>AIf:S 
TOTAL PFR- PI;R 
FIMALF CENT Cf»T 
POPULATION OF o f 
1HF •mi 
TOTAL FEM. COMBZHF 
POPUI TOTAL 
POPtm, 
7077338 3 9 . 3 6 19 .32 
8927290 4 9 . 6 5 2 4 . 3 7 
11851904 6 5 . 9 2 3 2 . 3 6 
7843733 4 3 . 6 3 2 1 . 4 2 
S o u r c e s i Same as t h o s p o f t a b l e s 5 , 5 and 5 . 6 . 
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a 
S4 yrars for females In i960* (Th* cxpi»ct«tlOfi of l l f « of 
many devrloprd c o u n t r i e s was much hlq^«r than th^ expecta t ion 
of l i f e In Egypti for Instance the expec ta t ion of l i f e a t 
b i r t h In tngland an*^ ' a l e s was 68 and 74 years r e s p e c t i v e l y 
9 
In 1964)• This confirmed th« exlat^-ncse of a irery ainall 
p*^rcrntaie of populat ion In the superannuation or o ld age 
group which, f o r the populat ion of 65 year 9nd above was 3,59 
and 3•47 In the years 1976 and 1960 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Referring back t o t a b l e s 5 .5 and 5,6# *#e fln<^ that the 
degree of male e x c e s s In 1976 and 1960 varied with d i f f e r e n t 
age groups. In 1976 i t was 16*52 for ch i ldren under one y«>ar 
of age anr! 22.65 for a l l ch i ldren under 5 years of age . In 
the 5 - 1 9 years a<jf- qroup# the male exces"! climbed sharply 
from an already h i ih f igure of 71 .65 t o 157 .79 . Then s t a r t i n g 
with the aqe of 20 y e a r s , the male e x c e s s reversed i t s trend 
Infavour of female e x c e s s * the negat ive behaviour of the 
stale e x c e s s continued t i l l the age of 44 years fo l lowing '^^ich 
i t again rcqralned I t s o r i g i n a l character (showing excess males 
per 1000 females) i n the age group of 45 • 49 years* The 
probable cause of the reversa l i n the tread of male exces s 
8* K.ountjoy, A.B. , "Egypti Population and resources ," i n 
:ps < 
9 . I b i d . 
*Popiaatlcp» of the isiddle F.e.st « ^ Kortft A f r i c a ' , London, 
4 02 
infavour of f«>fial«s within the age group of 20«44 yc^ ars — — 
large scale out^nigration of l^ gyptian mles in search of 
better Job opportunities •* has already been mentioned in 
the earlier pages. 
For reasons not clearly known* th« inale excess within 
the age limit of 45 to 69 years seems to play a see-saw gaise 
in successive age groups of 4 years. It was inclined heavily 
infavour of males in the age groups of 45-<p 49* 55 <- 59 and 
65 - 69 years* w)i»re as it showed reduced number of males per 
1000 females in the age groups of 50-54 and 6<>*64 years. From 
70 years onwards* however* the male excess was permanently 
replaced by female excess* confirming the fact that females* 
able to survive the earlier years of age turned out to be 
sturdier than the older males. 
In 1960* thf male excess for both the groups of children 
(under one year of age an*^  1-4 years of age) was more than 
twice that of the male excess in 1976. This shows larger 
number of male births over females in 1960. In thr age 
groups of 5-19, the male excess showed a n«^ ar consistency in 
values (79.28* 81.13 and 71.0 for the age groups 5-9* 10-14 
and 15-19 respectively) instead of a sharp increase as in 
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1976« The age group of 20«24« having a corresponding male 
excess equal to 53.64 did not shov any si^s of male 
out«miqration# wher# as the a;^ group of 2S-29 with a 
-184.4S male excess rrvealed maximum amount of male emigration. 
Yet another interesting feature of th<» male excess trend in 
1960 was a mudti reduced age limit (60 instead of 70 years) 
in rcsr'C'Ct of thf survival of old women over men. 
There may be a number of plausible explanations for the 
general trrnd of usual male excess. To begin with* as the two 
census figures of I960 and 1976 augi?e8ted# there are more tmlm 
than female babies bom in Egypt. Then as a general rule« 
girls tend to receive somewhat less attention than boys and* 
consequently* may be more likely to succ«»riD to various child-
hood diseases (table S.8). Another important factor is that 
females usually marry at an early age and« consequently* 
suffer heavily from mortality in child birth. Non reporting 
or under reporting of female births with the registeration 
authorities may also contribute to t^ recorded male excess in 
the country. 
Many additional informations and a lot of necessary 
details ar<? requir€ d to explain fully why in certain census 
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TABLE 5 . 8 1 - Dl ATH RAT'S SPICIFIC FOR AGI ,\ND SFX 
(FOR THI INFAKT AGF GROUPS OF UNrFR 
ONE YiAR ^my 1-4 Y I A R S O N L Y ) , C F N S U S 
Yl ARS 1960 AND 1 9 7 6 . 




1 - 4 
I 9 6 0 
MALIf 
1 6 0 . 9 
3 7 , 9 
PFMAU: 
1 6 2 . 7 
4 0 . 7 
1976 
KALf 
1 7 2 . 5 
1 5 . 6 
PFMM^ 
1 7 3 , 2 
l-^. l 
Vol • 2 , H i s t o r i c a l Suppl«i i»t t t# IMW x o r k , 
1 9 7 8 , p p . 7 9 0 - 9 1 . 
19761 Unl t®a N t t t i ons* ' D e a o q r a ^ c Yfr«rboolc*, 
»«w Y o r k , 1980 , p p . 5 7 8 - 7 9 . 
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y««rs «n in particular «ge groupi the balance of Egyptian 
sexas t i l t e d towards female excess . One reason for such a 
deviation* namely, male out-«il<5(ration within certain age 
l imits^ has been given In the previous pages. Oth«=^ r» may be 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of bet ter female birth reeording« the higher 
age at sMirriage, ami^  improved conditions of health and hygiene 
in the Egyptian maternity hones an<^  h o s p i t a l s . Some biological 
character is t ic nay, well« be responsible for the improvenent 
in v i t a l i t y and hic^er resistance against diseases i n the older 
atiie groups of females. 
(iv) Reqigmal Patterns of Sex Dis tr ibut ioat -
According to the l a t e s t avai lable data« the govemorate* 
wise sex distr i lmtion for the census year 1966 i s enusierated 
in table S.9 below. An examination of t h i s table reveals 
that out of a to ta l of 25 govamorates, sex rat io was male-
dominated in 20 «^vemorates« tmile i t vas female-dominated 
in the rest 5 govemorates. The pos i t ive values of the sex 
rat io varied between 7.76 in Dakhaliya (Lower tgypt) and 72.0 
in Sties (also in Lower Egypt). Ttie extraordinary hi<]Ai value 
of sex rat io 407.10 in the Frontier qovemorate of Red 3ea 
was an exceptico. The negative values of the sex ra t io 
varied between -1 .01 in Faiyum (Upper Egypt) and -25.56 in 
Bcni-suef (also in irpper Egypt). 
TABLE 5 « 9 I - GOVERNQRATE-WISF SEX TilSTRIBUTION 





C a i r o 
A lexandr ia 
Port S a i d 
Su«x 





Xaf r ^ I - S h a i k h 
G^avbiya 
Dakha l iya 
















liirw V a l l e y 
Matruh 
S i n a i 
TOTAL 












1 , 0 5 6 , 8 0 3 
7 3 4 , 0 7 1 
6 1 9 , 3 2 2 
8 3 8 , 5 5 6 
4 6 7 , 4 0 4 
4 5 7 , 9 4 8 
8 5 8 , 1 5 6 
7 2 3 , 1 8 1 
8 4 9 , 6 0 9 
7 3 8 , 3 0 1 
2 6 4 , 3 1 0 
2 2 , 1 0 7 
3 0 , 6 2 2 
6 3 , 2 0 5 
6 7 , 1 7 3 
1 5 , 1 7 5 , 5 5 4 
• S t a t i f t t l c e , 
PEMAUS 
2 , 0 6 3 , 2 1 7 
8 8 0 , 5 3 7 
1 3 9 , 0 7 1 
1 2 7 , 4 3 6 
1 7 0 , 1 8 1 
9 9 8 , 9 2 0 
2 1 1 , 2 6 6 
5 6 5 , 1 2 3 
9 5 2 , 4 1 5 
1 , 1 3 8 , 2 5 0 
1 , 0 4 9 , 1 6 8 
7 2 3 , 9 7 7 
5 9 2 , 4 4 2 
8 1 1 , 8 2 5 
4 6 7 , 8 7 7 
4 6 9 , 9 6 2 
8 4 7 , 4 4 6 
6 9 4 , 9 8 3 
8 3 9 , 7 8 8 
7 3 2 , 5 1 1 
2 5 6 , 2 5 7 
1 5 , 7 1 1 
2 8 , 7 6 3 
6 0 , 5 0 2 
6 3 , 6 7 6 
1 4 , 9 0 0 , 3 0 4 

































1 0 4 6 . 2 7 
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1 0 3 4 . 7 7 
1 0 7 2 . 4 0 
1 0 2 6 . 0 1 
9 8 1 . 0 3 
1 0 4 2 . 9 0 
9 7 9 . 2 1 
9 9 6 . 1 0 
1 0 0 7 . 7 6 
1 0 0 9 . 1 8 
1 0 1 3 . 9 4 
1 0 4 5 . 3 7 
1 0 3 2 . 9 3 
9 9 8 . 9 9 
9 7 4 . 4 4 
1 0 1 2 . 6 4 
1 0 4 0 . 5 7 
1 0 1 1 . 6 9 
1 0 0 7 . 9 0 
1 0 3 1 . 4 3 
1 4 0 7 . 1 0 
1 0 6 4 . 6 3 
1 0 4 4 . 6 8 
1 0 5 4 . 9 2 
1 0 1 8 . 4 7 
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4 6 . 2 7 
4 5 . 4 1 
3 4 . 7 7 
7 2 . 4 0 
2 6 . 0 1 
1 8 . 9 7 
4 2 . 9 0 
2 0 . 7 9 
3 . 9 0 
7 . 7 6 
9 . 1 8 
1 3 . 9 4 
4 5 . 3 7 
3 2 . 9 3 
1 .01 
2 5 . 5 6 
1 2 . 6 4 
4 0 . 5 7 
1 1 . 6 9 
7 . 9 0 
3 1 . 4 3 






6 4 . 6 3 
4 4 . 6 8 
5 4 . 9 2 
1 8 . 4 7 
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C a i r o , 1971 
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In respect of excess autJLes per 1000 females tre can 
divide the govemorstes into four eateqorlest first* in %rhi<^  
male excess assianed narainal values -~- say between 0 and ISi 
second* in which it assusied average or medium values <-»» say 
between 16 and SOf third* in which it asstaed hi<^ values —>» 
say between 51 and lOOf an<4 fourth* in which it assumed 
extraordinary h l ^ values — • say above 100. The first 
category contained 6 gove mora test three of then* namely* 
Dakhaliya (7*76)* Sharqiya (9«18) and Minufiya (13.94) were 
located in Lower Eqypt* while the other three* namely* Minya 
(12*64)* sohag (11.69) and Qena (7.9) in Upper E^ rypt. The 
srcond category enlists 10 dovemorates. They werei Cairo 
(46.27)* Alexanaria (45.41)* Port Said (34.77) and Xsmailia 
(26.01) '• •"•• all Urban Govemoratesf Damietta (42.90) and 
Qalyubia (45.37) — — both belcm9iii<> to Lower Egypt* Giaa 
(32.93)* Asyut (40.57) and Aswan (31.43) —-'- all the three 
situated in Xtp^r Egypt* and Hatnih (44.68) ->»-M. the only 
Frontier Gove mora te falling in the medium range category of 
th» s*x ratio. The third category included the Urban 
governorate of Suez (72.40) and the two Frontier Govemoratcs 
of New Valley (64.73) and Sinai (54.92)* The fourth and the 
last category contained the lone Frontier Governorate of Red 
Sea with an exceptionally high value of the male excess (407.1). 
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Out of th«> f ive gov*morates whlc^ showed negative 
male excess (or female excess ) , t h r e e , vtz», Baheira (-18.97) 
Kafr-el-Shcikh (-20.79) ana Gharblya (-3.90) were s i t ua t ed 
in La^'er ^gypti while the r e s t two, v i a . , Paiyiaa (-1.01) and 
Bcni-Suef (-25.S6) i n Upper ^^cjypt. Rural • urban mirrration 
was ch ie f ly r t spons ib le for such a negat ive b thsviour of the 
male excess . 
2 - Rural - Urabo S t r u c t u r e t -
The 9t;u<:*y of r u r a l - ui:i>an s t r u c t u r e assumes 
s igni f icance in as much as the two types of population —— 
r u r a l and urban — • of fe r much c o n t r a s t i n terras of 
occupat ions, socio-economic value systems, way of l i f e , degree 
of socio-economic awakening and l eve l of soc i a l and economic 
i n t e r a c t i o n . 
The populat ion of Egypt cont inues t o be e s s e n t i a l l y 
r u r a l in cha rac t e r . According to a United Nations es t imate 
10 
taken on 1.7.1979, out of a t o t a l count of 40,983,000 persons, 
22,886,000 i . e . 55.8 percent l ived i n r u r a l areas while 
10. United Nations 'pemoqraphlc yearbook^ New York, 1980».p.l59. 
TABLl! 5 . 1 0 I - URBAH POI»OX*ATIC»I OP EGYPT FOR rHT 
CENSUS YfARS 1 9 6 0 , 1966 AMD 1976 
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CIHSUS imBAM POPULATXOR 







3 8 . 0 
4 1 . 2 
4 3 . 9 
?ourcei Unlt€K3 N a t i a n a , *2igS5g£«E^>l£ ^*^^P99K* ^"^^'^ 
viiE-^orical 3upplcmen^, New York, 1 9 7 8 , p . 189 . 
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18«097«000, JL.e.« 44,2 percent were urban dwellers. However^ 
Egypt is also characterised by a high ratio of urban population 
which is continuously increasing for the last two decades. 
Egyptian official sources designate urban population 
as one residing within the five Urban govemorates (Cairo* 
Alexandria, Port Said* Suez and Zsmailia)* the capitals of the 
sixteen rural govemorates* and the district capitals of the 
11 
border governorates* In 1966* their combined population 
totalled 12,384*500 or 41.0 percent of the total population. 
In 1960* they accomodated 37 percent of the total population* 
where as in 1897* the urban population was put at 14.5 percent 
12 
comprising about 1*400*000 persons. Thus* the urban 
population of Egypt has increased nearly eight-fold during 
the period of 70 years (1897 - 1966) while the total population 
13 
has trebled. 
Table 5.10* above gives the total urban population 
and its percentage with respect to the total population for 
11. Mountjoy., Op.cit., p-301 
12. ibid. 
13. Abou-el-Fzz , M.S.(1959) as quoted by Mountjoy* Op.cit. 
p-301. 
I l l 
the l a s t three con9«cutiv« censuses of i960* 1966 and 1976« 
In 1960* 38*0 percent of the populat ion was urban and 62.0 
percent r u r a l . In 1966* the percentage of urban and r u r a l 
populat ions changied t o 41«2 and 58*8« where as In 1976 they 
becaiae 43.9 and 56*1 respect ive ly* Thus we find a continuous 
increase in the percentage of urban population* the l a r i e 
proport ion of which occupies the a l ready contiested space of 
a few metropol i tan c i t i e s * 
Table 5,11 on the following pacie enucnerates the t o t a l 
populat ion of the c a p i t a l c i t i s and c i t i e s of 100*000 and 
more inhab i t an t s as well as percenta t^ increase i n the urban 
populat ion of these cen t r e s for the census y#ars I960* 1966 
an<^  1976* An examination of t h i s t ab l e reveals t h a t the 
ccHnbined population of these c i t i e s was 27*57* 29*87 and 
32*53 percent of the coun t ry ' s t o t a l population in the years 
1960* 1966 and 1976 respect ive ly* The r a t e of increase of the 
combined population of theat c i t i e s between the censuses 
1960-66 and 1966-76 was 24*88 and 33*15 percent r e spec t ive ly . 
This shows a net increase of 33*23 percent between the two 
perc*ntagea which i s a f a i r i nd i ca to r of coun t ry ' s f a s t 
developing metropoltan growth* 
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TABLE S . l i • • POPULATION OP THE CAPITAL CXTIfS AND 



































































































































Soure^ st Por I960 and 1966t 
UPitad Arab RapttbXic^  Cairo^ 
19761 y»i*fj "•tioo;* 'P«yqraph|c rm^p^^'» 
New York* 1980* p.225. 
'statiaUcal AbstMct of tha 
Juam, 1971* P.I7I For 
i l 3 
A further clty-*fl»« analysis of table 5.11 helpa us 
In discovering some oth*r Interesting f a c t s , '^ere as th« 
census prriod 1960*66 (6 years) registered a posit ive 
population Increase In a l l the major urban centrrs of the 
country* the decennial census period 1966-76 recorded some 
negative fluctu/^tlons too, e«q«» Port Said <«7»07)# Suez 
(•26*S2) and Tanta (-O.S?). Again* there were Instances 
where the rate of populatlcm Increase In the l a t t e r census 
period (1966-76) was much lesser than the ratr of Increase 
In the fonner census period (1960-66)« vlsi»« Aswan (103*17 
ac^ 13*28)« Asyut (37*01 and 22*99)« Cairo (2S*86 and 20.25) 
and Ismallla (24*14 and 1*39)* The f i r s t s e t of circumstances 
In which we find neqat lw values of population Increase 
showing an actual reduction In the poi^ilation) In rt'spect of 
sonc key c l t l rs# l ike Port Said an'? Sues, during the l a t t er 
Cf^ nsus period 1966-76, may be e:^plalned In terms of the 
conseqtiences of June 1967 war which resulted In the major 
d is locat ion of thousands of peoples from the war effected 
?on«8. The second se t of circumstances In which a high rate 
of population Increase during the census period 1960-66 was, 
subsequently, replaced by a low rate of populatlcm Increase 
In the census period 1966-76 may be j u s t i f i e d on more than one 
ground* In the case of Aswan, which registered maximum f a l l 
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in th* population increase (from 103.17 in 1960H56 to 13.28 
in 1966*76)« the trend may be Just i f ied on the ground that 
during the construeticm and iinmdc l a t e l y af ter the completion 
of ^swan High Dam in 1960* large number of employment 
opportttnitiea were err cited in the c i t y and i t s ORiberbs in the 
form of f a s t l y developing industrial uni ts and otitor hydro* 
e l e c t r i c projects whidh attracted waves of Jol»<-hungry migr«)ts 
from rural areas* Such in«*«igrati<»a w«s« siibsequcntly* 
decreased in i t s in tens i ty as soon as the ex i s t ing vacancies 
were gradually f i l l e d anS new es^loyment oi^wrttmities ceased 
to ex i s t* Xn the case of ove-r-p^nalated c i t i e s lilee Cairo# 
the reduction i n the rate of population increase msy be 
attributed to th«?ir over-crowdedi!«sa« cos t ly l i f e and near 
saturation point in th€>ir en^loyment opportunities which 
discouraged new arrivals and diverted the job^seekiag 
wiemployed rurel youths towards more prospective areas l i k e 
Gixa (umich i s loC'^ted very near to Cairo and i s growing with 
a tnHRendous pace) Xncreasii^ l i t eracy rates of uirban areas 
and f a l l in the ir birth rates on account of the adoption of 
various population control measures may a lso bo a ootitributiag 
factor in the reduction of the ir p<nnilaticMi increase* 
Examining table 5*11 with respect to independent 
popttlati<Mi c lusters in the c i t i e s« we find that Cairo and 
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Alc'xanaria wrrr the two larc|P8t c i t i e s not only that of 
14 
Fgypt but a l s o of th*^ whole African Continent . with thf^ir 
1966 populat ions of 4« 220,000 aooif 1«801,000 irc>3pc»ctlv*ly# and 
1976 populaticms of 5 ,074 ,000 and 2 ,318 ,000 rr«p««ctivrly, th#y 
represented mor* than h a l f of Fgypt*s urban fHrcllers mn^ 
account*? for more than 20 perct^nt of the country's t o t a l 
population* According t o thr f i g u r r s re l eased by Internat ional 
Labour Organisation (XLO), the populat ion of Cairo comprised 
15 
of 8 ,724 ,000 inhab i tant i n Apri l , 1980. Forecasts for tht 
year 2000 A«r« speak of a populat ion of betve«n 12 t o 16 or 
16 
even 20 a i i l l i o n peop le . 
^^ ^^  Regional Patterns of Rural "-Urban Structure t~ 
Table 5.12 on the fo l lowing page emnnerates the 
^ v c m o r a t ( « w i s e d i s t r i b u t i o n of rural and urban populat ion 
in the two recent censuses 1966 an6 1976. From th* population 
f i g u r e s of t h i s t a b l e i t i s ev ident t h a t , barring a few 
e x c e p t i o n s , the percentage increase i n urban pofnilation was 
14 . Mountjoy, o p . c i t . , p . 3 0 1 . 
15. Arab fceon«nic Hgport, O p . c i t . , p . 154* 
16. wat«rbufy, "Cairo**, t»art X, in American U n i v e r s i t i e s 
F ie ld Staff Reports ' , (Africa S e r i e s ) Hanover, 1973, pp .3 -12 , 
16 
TABt4C 5*i2^»^OVrmfATf-WXSC DZSTRXBUTIOM Of URBAM AM) RURAL 
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2 0 . 4 9 
2 8 . 7 4 
- 7 . 1 9 
- 2 6 . 5 4 
- 9 . 1 7 
1 6 . 8 9 
92..82 
2 4 . 7 2 
3 7 . 5 5 
2 7 . 7 2 
3 9 . 5 1 
3 6 . 4 5 
4 1 . 5 4 
7 9 . 4 3 
4 8 . 2 8 
1 1 3 . 1 1 
3 7 . 9 7 
3 5 . 3 1 
2 7 . 0 9 
3 9 . 9 9 
2 0 . 5 0 
4 0 , 3 1 
2 5 . 7 7 
5 2 . 8 6 
2 6 . 1 9 
- 7 8 . 1 6 
- 5 8 . 7 4 
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1 4 . 6 6 
3 0 . 6 6 
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1 7 . 4 3 
1 4 . 4 2 
2 1 . 6 1 
1 2 . 6 3 
1 9 . 1 8 
1 7 . 6 1 
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1 5 . 0 1 
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1 2 . 3 1 
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greater than the p0rct>ntAqm increase in ru«l pc^nilatiMi in 
almost a l l the govcmorates durincj the decade i966«-76« 
In t ^ five urban 90Vcrnorates« percentage increase 
in the to ta l urban populaticm between the two censuses cane 
out to be 18*89* Alexandria re jiistercd the maxiimMi amount 
of population increase^ 28.74 percent* followed by Cairo vi th 
20,49 percf'nt* The thrt^r govemoratt^s of Port Said, Suea 
an^ i Xsmailia recorded a s igni f icant population decrf ase . The 
reasons for such a negative behaviour in the cases of Port 
Said and Suez have already been mentioned* In the case of 
Ismailia« i t s c lose v i c i n i t y with Sues canal area« which was 
number one enemy target and always vulnerable to enenry attack* 
seemed to be a probable cause for the decrease in i t s urban 
population. I t i s very interest ing that t h o u ^ Xsnailia 
showed a s ignif icant reduction in i t s urban population* yet 
i t s rural population increased at a rate of 14.67 percent 
during the same period. I t appears that* whereas the urban 
residents of Ismailia fle^S from the c i t y in anticipation of 
enemy a ir raids during June 1967 war* the rural papulation was 
not effected much by war psycAiosis. Further* instead of going 
very far* the uzban migrants preferred the comparatively safer 
rural s i t e s of the ir own govcmorate for the ir srttlement* thus 
increasing the proportion of local rural population. 
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Among th€ 8 Lower Bgypt governoratfts Bahdra rtcori3«d 
the maxinRm Incn^ast' in th« urban population (92*82 percent)* 
while Danietta recordrd the laaxiimia increase in the rural 
populaticm (30.66 percent) '•'••"'••"• even greater than the increase 
in i t s urban population (24*72 percent)* Another qiovemorate 
which reqtistered a s ign i f i cant ly high increase in the urban 
pofmlation was Qalyubia (79*43 percent)* Rest of the Lower 
Fqypt govemorates showed a mo^-erately hicrh increase in the 
percentage of their urban populations* 
In Upper £gypt« the qovemorate of Gisa* which i s 
located near the Egyptian capital Cairo* recorded the largest 
percentaq^e increase in i t s urban population (113*11)* The 
reason* as also rnvntioncd earlier* was th« overcrowdedness of 
Cairo anr* near saturation of i t s employment opportunities 
which diverted' th? waves of j<rt>-8eeking rural-urban migrants 
towarrfs Gi?a whert^  eHtployment <^portunities existed in abundance* 
All tht other ijovenwrates showed a mor?erately hii<^ increase 
in th*' percentage of th«ir urban populations vhich for most 
of them* was 2 to 4 times iaor« than thr percentage increase 
in the ir rtspcctive rural populations* 
Out of the four frontiesr govemoratea three* namely* 
New Galley* Matruh an<^  Sinai* were loosing their urban 
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populat ions a t a rapid r a t * . The percentage decrease i n 
t h f i r urban populat ion during th«» (?©ca<?e 1966*76 waa -78 . i 6« 
*58«74 and - 9 2 . 2 8 r e s p e c t i v e l y . The case of S m a i haa been 
discuasf'd e a r l i e r . The two govemorates New Valley and Hatruh 
showfd such a negat ive trend as they possessc^d very H a l t e d 
natural r«= sources and sieaqre employinent o p p o r t u n i t i e s . 
Accordin'ily, not o n l y tjtat thry f a i l e d i n a t t r a c t i n g rura l -
urban BRigrantsfrom o ther parts o f the country* but a l s o *rere 
hardly able t o maintain t h e i r own EK>^lation which n igrated 
from t h e r e , i n l are numbers, t o o ther B a^re prospect ive arenas. 
ItMB Rrd Sea g o v e m o r a t e , where the prospects of a f r u i t f u l 
o i l exp lora t ion and mineral d i s c o v e r i e s were always bright* 
however* r e g i s t e r e d 26.19'/^incrrase i n i t s urban populat ion . 
Rural data for these govemorates could not b« t r a c e d . 
3 - Marital Composition 
The complete data on mari ta l composit ion of Egyptian 
populat ion i s very s c a n t y . No f»ata i s ava i l ab l e for the two 
r c c f n t cf^nsuses of 1966 and 1976. The l a t e s t a v a i l a b l e data 
i s for the yrar I960* but here t o o we do not have Che 
required f i gures for the population under IS years of age . 
The reason may be tha t such population* being extremely yoath" 
17 
ful* was eonsir«ered h i g h l y u n l i k e l y t o marry. Further* the 
'Demographic Yearbook* 
17. Uniter' Nat ions*/Vol .2* H i s t o r i c a l Supplement, Hew York* 1978 
p . 29 . 
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ages b«low which loarrlaqe was declared unlawful or Invalid 
without aisptnaation of competent authority was o f f i c i a l l y 
18 
placed at 18 years for groon and 16 year* for bride. Thua» 
while analysint? the marital status of I960 population, the 
percentages of married, s ing le , widowed and divorced laeiRbers 
of the soc iety arc calculated with respect to the population 
of 15 yrars of age and above only. 
The data on marital cooposition of Egypt's population 
in 1960 (T-ibles 5.13 and 5.14) showed that out of the to ta l 
population of 15 yrars of age and above, 72.11 percent of 
nales an<^ 67.56 percent of females were married an! that 
24.16 perc«^nt of males an' 12.03 percent of females were 
s i n g l e . Only 2.93 percent of married males and 25.65 percent 
of married females were widowed. A negl ig ib le 1.52 percent 
of married males and 2.99 percent of married females *#ere 
divorced• 
Looking at separate age groups, whidh are arbitrari ly 
drslqwed to su i t the young (15 - 29 years) , middle (30-44 
years) , old (45-59 years) and very old (60 years and over) 
&',W9, vje find that in the 15-29 year group,34.86 percent 
18. United Nations, 'Demographic Yearbook* Nev York, l98C,p.294 
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TABU S v l 3 I - POPIILATIOH BY MARITAL STATUS, NSB AND f3FXl 
C8NSUS Yt AB I 9 6 0 
AGE 
GROUPS 
TOTAL MARRIED SINGLE 
HhU FfMALE HALF PEW ALE MALE WMMl 
ALL ACE«; 
I S Aii> 
OWR 
1 5 - 2 9 
30»44 
4 5 - 5 9 
6 0 AID 
OVER 
6588864 7252050 4750992 4899586 1592154 872692 
2190222 2717064 763490 1816046 1381086 796274 
2297759 2322868 2063973 2012005 176521 84841 
1370147 1383816 1292520 882318 26099 1^939 
730756 828302 631009 189217 8448 5634 
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TABLE 5 . 1 4 1 PFRCEKTAfSE POPULATZOM BY MARITAL STATUS, AEE 
AND SEX I CfNSUS Y? AR I X960 
( P F R I ^ D FROM I W PIGURfS OOP TABLF 5 . 1 3 ABOVt) 
AGE 
GROUP 
SEX-WI3E PERCERT.<W3ES TO THF 
TOTAL MTMBERS OF THAT SIX 
m THF CORRFSPOKDIMG AGE 
GROUP 
S F X - a S E PERCrNTAf^S TO THF 
TOTAL MARRXFD MEMffiRS OP 











7 2 . 1 1 
1 
3 4 . 8 6 
8 9 . 8 3 
9 4 . 3 3 
8 6 . 3 5 
Pf KALI 
6 7 . 5 6 
6 6 . 8 4 
8 6 . 6 2 
6 3 . 7 6 
2 2 . 8 4 
SINGLE 
K.\Lr 
2 4 . 1 6 
6 3 . 0 6 
7 . 6 8 
1 . 9 0 
1 .16 
PEKALE 
1 2 . 0 3 
2 9 . 3 1 
2 . 3 6 
1 . 1 5 
0 . 6 8 
wit>OWED 
MAX£ 
2 . 9 3 
0 . 6 1 
0 . 9 9 
2 . 7 0 
1 2 , 5 4 
PEM\LE 
2 5 . 6 5 
1 .76 
9 . 8 0 
4 9 . 9 3 




2 . 3 4 





2 . 9 9 
3 . 0 7 
2 . 6 1 
3 . 1 2 
5 .53 
S o u r c e s - Sanie a s t h ^ t o f t a b l e 5 . 1 3 above 
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of flialefl and 66«84 percent ot femalrs ven married. In the 
smm aqfc group 63*06 percent of isalea were s ing le* but only 
29 .31 percent of female8. The percentage of those married 
males Ar0 f eaa lca who vie re e i t h e r widowed or divorced was 
very smal l . 
In the mi<ldle age group (30-44 years )* 89.83 percent 
of males and 86 .62 percent of females were married. Those 
s t i l l unmarried were rtduced t o 7 ,68 percent of males and 
2.36 percent of f emales . Out of thr remalning# m a r l y one 
percent of married males %rere widowers and 9 .8 percent of 
married females , widows, whereas thr divources s t i l l remained 
below 3 percent . 
Among those reachina the threshold of o ld a'^ e (4S-S9 
y e a r s ) , 94.33 percent of males an^ ^ 63 .76 percent of females 
were married. The percentage of s i n g l e s i n t h i s aqe group 
was marinal (1 ,9 percent of males an? 1.15 percent of females)* 
but the percentage of those married females who subsequently 
became widows rose t o 4 9 . 9 3 . This shows tJiat i n t h i s aqe 
oroup m a r l y ha l f tl-ie married wcMoen were widows. Both the 
divorced males anA females again had small percentaQcs. 
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F i n a l l y , In th* age group of vi^ry olr? people (60 y#=ar« 
anA above) , 86*35 pmrctrnt of males were marrlfd but only 22,64 
percent of females . On th<r othrr hand, only 12,54 percent of 
marrltd males In t h i s age group were widowers, but as high as 
310,32 percent of married females <nfarly 3 times the t o t a l 
marritd women i n t h i s age grcnip) were widows. S ing le males 
were 1.16 percent , s i n g l e females 0 .68 percent , divorced males 
1.36 percent and diirarccd females 5*53 percent . 
A p l a u s i b l e explanat ion of the hicjher perccntaqe of 
widows —— more spt c i f i c a l l y i n the o l d e r age groups ——- may 
be that males , f requent ly , art ol<^«r than females a t the time 
of marriage. Accordingly, the d i e much e a r l i e r than t h e i r 
female pezrtners. 
Table 5.15 below shows the number of marriages an^ 
cr\ide marriages r a t e s by urbanAiral resi<*ence for the years 
1976 and 1977. In 1976 a t o t a l of 391,229 marriages were 
performed out of which 153, 159 were i n urban aide #iv3 
233,071 i n rural s i d e . The nt»iA>er of t o t a l marriages in 1977 
(368, 965) was If^sser than those i n X976. Out of these 150, 
705 were solemnised i n urban areas whi le 218,260 i n rural 
a r e a s . 
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ThBhT 5 , 1 5 • - MARRIAGES AND CRUDE KARRIAGF RATFS 
BY URBAN/RURAL PRESlDENCI• 
1976 AND 1977 
CATEGORY 
N U M B E R 
RATES 
(NUMBFR OF MARRlAGf S 
PER 1000 MID-YEAR 
POPULATION) 
1976 1977 1976 1977 
TOTAL 391«229 368*965 10.3 9 . 5 
URBAN 1 5 8 , 1 5 8 150,705 9 . 5 8.8 
RURAL 233,071 218,260 11.0 10 ,0 
Source! - united Nations 'Dciaoqraphic Yearbook*, New York 
1980, pp. 288 fir ^^J-^*--^ 
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In terms of marriage rates , a to ta l of 10,3 and 9,5 
per thousand marriagies wer* perfonoed, o«t of vihlch 9,5 and 
8.8 per thousand wer« urban marrlag«« and 11«0 and 10.0 per 
thousam? rural narriages In 1976 and 1977 respect ively . 
The rate of divorce which, once was very hl<jh 
19 
(44 percent of the number of Marriages i n Cairo in 1943) 
i s now gradually decreasing (table 5*16)• 
In 1952, the divorce rate for the whole country was 
nearly 30 percent of the nuniber of marriages which, by 1977, 
droped to 20.68 percent. The lowest value of divorce rate 
for the yrar 1968 (10.92 percent) was en exceptional case 
and did not re f l ec t the p4;cture of the real s i tuat ion . At 
the most i t can be said that 1968 was a 'lucky* year for the 
Eg3rptian married couples. 
^- Reliqioua structurei -
Thou'jh Fgypt, predominantly, i s a Muslim State, yet 
a s izeable number of i t s population belongs to Christian 
fa i t l i . These Christians, who are known as *Copts* are spread 
throu^out the length and breadth of the country and i n 
certain regions they make their small pockets. 
19. Mourjtjoy., Dp .c i t . , p. 297. 
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TABLE S* l€ • - DIVORCES AS URCEHT Of THE KtlMBlR OF 
NARRXA0E8 FOR TIC ywars 19S2 TO 1M9« 
AiS> 1 9 7 « . XiT?. 
YEARS HAKRZAGES DIVORCES RATE OP YEARS MAHRZAGEs DZVORCFS RATE DIVORCE OF 
(AS PER DIVORCfc 
CrHT OF (AS 9BR 






















































































Soaroe«t FrcM 1952 to 1969• 
] ^ y j t o d A £ ^ R i t M | b ] ^ ^ 
For 1976 aad l977iWi4t«d Nation. *D«»oqrapiiic 
Maw York, 1980, p . 303. 
' s t a t i s U c a l Abstract 9 | thy 
£*, Cairo, iJtuia, 1971, p.zoi 
Y«arboolc*, 
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Thene is a controvffray rrgarting the pr«a«?nt madMr of 
eopts In Egypt. Official et^ naua figures of 197fi put thrir 
number as 2«3i5«560 or 6«3i percent of the country's total 
20 
population* But this claim was disputed by the Coptic 
cofnmunity itself vrhosc netiibera spolce of a much higfher percent-
agf> of their sect inside the country* Coptic groups in 
United States talked of 8 million Copts* or roughly 20 percent 
of the total population* vhereas Coptic activists within 
21 
Egypt referr«^ to 7 to 8 million Copts* Observers in Cairo* 
both Muslioi and Christian* gave the figure of at least 4 
million for the total nus^ ber of Copts* around 10 percent of the 
22 
population* 
.\ccoi:dlng to an official account of geographical 
distribution of Copts in the population* over 60 percent of 
thera lived in Tppcr Fgypt* and over half of these in the 
provinces of \syut and Minya, the Copts* traditional strongholds. 
According to 1976 census figures* nearly 25 percent of Egyptian 
Copts lived in Cairo and 6 percent in Alexandria* '^tve rest 
20* Pnennington* J*^*» "The Copts in Hodcm Egypt* in Kiddle 
Fastern Studies** Vol•18* No*2* London* April 1982* 
pp*1^8-79* 
21* Statement issued by meeting of priests anr' oongrrgations 
of Coptic Orthod<»c Diocese of Alexandria on 17th June* 1977 
and published in Gamal Badawy's 'Al-gitna* Al-Taifiv fi 
Misr* Judhuruha wa Asbabuha** Cairo* 1981* p*4* 
22* Pcnninqton** Op.cit** pp* 158*79* 
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%#ere dott«^ around the I>€lta« aiK* thr Saea Canal — — the 
23 
great majority bring town dwellers. 
The data on other t iny rellqous coimminitles, lilce 
Jew3, which rrslde In Egypt anr* form a very ins igni f icant 
part of i t s p€^u3.atiofi i s not available* 
5«> iducational eompositiont* 
Table 5.IT* below« enumerates the to ta l i l l i t e r a t e 
population of the country by urban/rural residences and by 
sex for th€ census year 1976* I t a l so lays down the percentage 
of i l l i t e r a t e s of 10 years of age and above in the whole 
population. 
According to tht data of table S«17« in 1976» Egypt 
had a to ta l of 15«611«162 i l l i t e r a t e s out of *ihidh 6«201,496 
werr males and 9«409«666 females. Further* 4«981«65S of then 
(1«867*15S males an^ 3«114«500 females) were urbsn dwellers* 
while 10*629,507 (4*334*341 males and 6*295*166 females) rural 
dwellers . 
Examining the s i tuat ion in terms of percentages* more 
than half of country's population (56.S percent) were 
i l l i t e r a t e in 1976. Out of these 43.2 percent were males and* 
23. i b i d . 
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'ABLE 5 . 1 7 I I L L I T I : R A T T POPULATION ANT KRCI-NTAGF 
II,LI^.RM:Y BY srx 




ILLITFRA'f t POPlJL/irXQK PffKlIKTAW OP 
ILLITTRATIS 
TOTAL M'\ii PTM-ALF TOl-AL HALF FTMALES 
TOTAL 10+ 15611162 6201496 9409666 
URBAN 10+ 49816S5 1867155 3114500 
RURAL 10-+ 10629507 4334341 6295166 
56.5 43.2 71.0 
39.7 28.5 51.8 
70.6 55.5 86.9 
vSourcet- Ul»3C0. ' S t a t i a t i c a l Yrarboolc* « 
Paris* 1978-79» p . 2 6 . 
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a far higher proportion* 11»0 p^ roetnt w«re f««al«s« with 
respect to residential character, 39,7 percent of urban 
population and* nearly double of it* !•«•« 70«6 percc^ nt of 
rursl population «/a8 illiterate which included 28*5 percent 
males an^ i 51.8 percent fenalea front urban areas ant? 5S*S 
percent males and 86*9 percent females from rux«l areas. 
The causes for such a lazqe scale illiteracy in 
population (especially in rural areas an' in the female nunlMers 
of the society) are mostly socio-eccmtmic* Poverty on the one 
hand and prevailing system of lar(;fe families on the other 
hand do not permit schooling for children* Further* as the 
male child helps thr family in earning livelyhood and*Thu« » 
in considered an economic asset* therefore parents put more 
emphasis on 'earning* than on 'learning** As far as the 
female meaOders are concerned* traditionally religious 
education is consi(^ ered sufficient for them* They are not 
supposed to come out of the four walla of their houses to 
receive school or eollefie educaticm* Lastly* the a:|c-old and 
deep-root' d illiteracy is itself a great obstacle in the spread 
of e"^ uG3ticm on a country-*wide scale* since it acts as a 
barrier in the perculation of new ideas in the society 
(especially the rural society}* thus depriving the people to 
grasp fully the benefits of educ tlon and giving it its due 
place. 
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Tttbi* no* 5«i8# 5*19 and S«30 h i g h X i ^ t tlw «diicati<mail 
st>t«up of fcgypt at the primary, aw^eonaary ana tert iary lavel 
by the type of ia s t l tu t lo i i s for th^ y©ar» i9«S* 1970 and 1973 
to 1977. 
At th« f i r s t if^vtl %m find that while the Bmbc^r of 
schools roa« from 7#963 in 1965 to 10,816 in 1977 (th*- l a t e s t 
year for t^ hic i^ the data i s ava i lab le ) , the mm&»tr of teachers, 
in the .^ aiBe period, had ci<m« up frois 89,238 to 124,263 and the 
maniber of students froi» 3,498,496 to 4,211,34S« From anemg the 
teadhinq s taf f and stuclents, the mmtocr of female teacAiers 
increased from 38,966 to 57,277 aar* the mu^bf^r of f«Rale 
9tu<^rnts increased irom 1,371,573 to 1,651,215 during 1965-77, 
The AHixiMuai mmSber of t o ta l teachers (126,397) as well as 
feffltale teachers (59,151) vas , however, recorded in the year 
1976. 
In terms of percentages, the above period of 12 years 
(1M5»77) registered a 35*85 percent inoreasc in schools 
against 39*25 percent inert ase in teactMrrs aft"* 20*38 percent 
inerr-ase in sturients* ^mang ti» t€>aehc>rs,the percentage of 
females rose from 44 in 1965 to 55 in 1973,then i t gradually 
decreased to 46 by 1977* Among the sturients, « » 
percentage of f«»ales renuiined nearly cmistanit a 38/39 
throughout the period of observation* The p«&pil«-tea<dier 
rat io , which was 39 in 1965, rose to 42 in 1973 and 
ti-ien i t went do«m to 33 fay 1977* This shows that, during 
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TABUF 5 , 1 9 I - EDOCATION AT THE SECONDARY U W L f 
Tl ACKERS AHD PtJPZLS 











5 0 , 9 2 7 
5 7 , 9 8 6 
6 2 , 6 8 4 
6 9 , 4 7 0 
7 8 , 7 8 9 
8 0 , 7 4 5 
9 1 , 0 8 3 
F A C H 
WMAM 
1 0 , 4 3 6 
1 3 , 6 8 7 
-
1 9 , 4 0 3 
2 0 , 9 6 2 
2 2 , 9 8 6 
2 5 , 9 2 6 
















2 ,107 ,891 
2 ,282,454 
2 ,408,247 
.«sntirr<r t tiNfSCO* • s t « t l » t l c a l Y««rbook 




























1 9 7 8 - 7 9 , p . 2 9 8 . 
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TABM 5 . 2 0 I - EDVC-TION AT THE TBBTIARY OR HXGHl R y VELl 
TFAGIf^ RS -^NT"^  STUPE r^ TS 
BY HI TYPI or INSTITtfTlOWS, 
FOR m YBAFrS 1 9 6 5 , 1 9 7 0 AHD 1973 TO 1976 




FUUl VAUNTS INSTITUTIONS 
nMALE % TOTAL PI'KALtS?^ TOTTAL PI MAIF 
F 


















T^tJTTNTS 1965 174,510 35,945 
1970 23 3,304 61,790 
1973 351,522 100,944 
1974 408,235 118,853 
1975 455,097 136,577 






32783 29 2,148 357 17 
5'^ 840 26 15026 3889 26 
90427 29 25029 6801 27 
107143 29 27216 7386 27 
123847 30 29000 7860 2f 
30 445,328 13S277 30 31000 8300 27 
Sourcei iJNFSCO. •statistical Yearbook*, Paris, 1978-79,p.398, 
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th« period 1965«>77» as the pcrccntaq» increase i n the nundbrr 
of tcacihers becane ne^arly twofold than that of sturieiits, the 
pressur<r of stu'^enta per teacher re<1uc*d from a maximsn 42 in 
1973 to 33 in 1977. 
At the seconiary level* the to ta l number of teachers 
vfent up frcMs SO, 927 in 1965 to 91,083 in 1977* whereas the 
to ta l mmber of stu'^^rnts, during the sasie period, increased 
from 1,020,723 to 2,408,247* The nu8A>er of female teachers and 
students a l so inertased from 10,436 to 25,926 and from 292,233 
to 869,612 r»sj3«ctlv»ly« Thus, thc^  to ta l number of teachers 
showed a 78*85 percent increase against a 133*94 percent 
increase in th( to ta l nundber of students during 196S-77* In 
the same period, there was a 148*45 percent increase in the 
number of lady tf achers and a 197*57 percent increase in the 
number of lady stiidents. The proportion of female teachers in 
the to ta l teaching s ta f f rose from 20 percent in 1965 to 28 
percent in 1977, whereas the proportion of frmale stu enta in 
the to ta l number of stu ^ents rose from 29 i n 1965 to 36 in 
1977* In contrast with the decreasing trend at the primary 
l e v e l , the pupil-teacher rat io increased from 20 in 1965 to 
26 in 1977 with a naxirnian value of 29 in 1974* 
Only partial data i s available in respect of thf 
educational structure at th* tert iary or higher level* The 
strength of female teachers i s en t i re ly unknown for the whole 
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period of l965-77# whereas many values cor responding t o 
t o t a l number of trachers a t the U n i v e r s i t y l f v » l and i n 
other i n s t i t u t i o n s are a l s o missing* However, complete 
data !•? avii laV l e in the catt qory of s tudents (except for 
the year 1977) . 
Turin7 th€ year 1^65 to 1976* the t o t a l number of 
stw'**-n^ B in a l l the i n s t i t u t i o n rose frORi 174,518 to 
493,326 (a 182,68 percent increase i n 11 years ) and the 
number of female atu enta from 35,945 t o 149,077 (an 
increase of 314.74 p e r c e n t ) . In the same per iod , the t o t a l 
number of Univers i ty 8tu*^enta wmt up from 164,506 t o 
44,328 (an increase of 170,71 percent) -snd the number of 
female Univers i ty stu^^rnts, from 32,783 t o 135,277 (an 
increase of 312.64 p e r c e n t ) . Thus, the number of female 
s tudents i n h i her educat ion shot up much f a s t e r than the 
numb<=r of male s t u d e n t s . In otJher non-unlv*^r3ity 
i n s t i t u i o n s , the t o t a l numb«r of s t u ' c n t s rose sharply 
from 2148 i n 1965 t o 31,000 i n 1976 ( reTi s t er lna an 
increase of 1343.2 percent) an the number of female 
s tudents from 357 t o 8300 (showina an incr^^ase of 2224.93 
p e r c e n t ) . Such e x t r a o r d i n a r i l y hi i t i enrolment i n the 
non-un ivers i ty i n s t i t u i o n s shows the i n c l i n a t i o n of a 
larqe majori ty of r jyptian stu«^ent8 to^-'ards acquiring the 
Job-or i tnted non-univ»rs i ty t echn ica l or vocat ional 
educat ion . 
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6<- Occupational Structure 
(1) D l s tr lbut io t t of Eccmomlcally Active Populatioo* 
According t o the Central Agency for Public 
Mc^i l l za t lon an' S t a t i s t i c s * Cairo , the t o t a l eccmomlcally 
a c t i v e populat ion i n 1976 was comprised of 10,954,000 
persons , of whom 91*0 percent were males on'^ ^ on ly 9 .0 
percfrnt frmales . The sane Aqency a l s o claimed that there 
were more than 600,000 Egyptian workers •broa<^ a t the time 
24 
of census taking* 
Tablf 5 , 2 1 , below, shows the percentage d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of country ' s t o t a l labour force by ecimomic a c t i v i t y , age 
and sex for the c«»nsus yf ar 1976* Prom t h i s t a b l e i t i s 
c l ear th t a;i[ricultural s e c t o r c o n s t i t u t e d by far the 
l a r g e s t s i n o l e economic a c t i v i t y i n Kgypt (accounting for 
25 
about one fourth of the gross domestic product )• In 
1976, the a g r i c u l t u r a l s e c t o r absorbed 8 l » l percent males 
and 67»0 percent females i n the acje group 6-14 years , and 
46»3 percent males an<? 14.5 perc«nt females i n the a<i« 
* Population of 6 years of age above 
24- Arfcb tconomic Report, O p . c l t , p.157 
25. i b i d . 
us 
TABU 5«21 t B^RCJHTAGE riSTRlBUTICW OF LABOUR FORCE 
BY ICONOMIC ACTIVITY, A IE AND SrX IH EGYPT 
CFNSUS YFAR 1 9 7 6 . 
FCOH<»!IC ACTIVITY 
6 - 1 4 YTAR: 
MALE; FEKALF 




Porrstry and Fishing 
81.1 67.0 
Mining and Quarrying 
Manufacturing 
E l e c t r i c i t y , Gas, and Water 
Construction 
whol«-aale and Reta i l Trade? 
Restaurants an<? Hots l s 
Transport, s torage and 
Communications 
Financing and Business 
s e r v i c e s 
Convnunity, Soc ia l and 
Personal Serv i ce s 
A c t i v i t i e s not Adequately 
re f ined 








































4 . 1 
100 100 
TOTAL ( NUMBER ) 8 8 7 , 9 6 9 1 0 3 , 5 9 7 8 , 6 4 4 , 5 2 2 5 9 3 , 8 6 1 
Souroe i E g y p t , C e n t r a l Agency f o r P u b l i c MobAligaticM> and 
S t a t i s t i c s , C a i r o , 1978 . 
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group of IS years an ov«r* In th« second ind third places 
were commtmtly* social and personal srnrices (2*8 percmt 
mal«»s an 18,0 percent f«;raalcs in the aqr group of 6-14 years, 
ani 17,4 percent males an'' 52.0 percent females in the a<3e 
group of 15 years and over) and snanufacturinq (7*2 percent 
males and 5,5 percent fenuiles in the age group of 6-14 years* 
and 14«0 percent malas and 14*1 percent females in the aqe 
group of 15 y* ars and over ) respectively. 
According to an estimate, industrial sector employed 
a total of 592,000 workers in June, 1980, out of whom 60 
26 
percent were in the public sector* 
Table 5.22 enumerates the total and economically 
active population by sex anr^  age group for the census yfar 
1976* Prom this table we find that out of a total population 
of 36,570,849 persons, comprising of 18,579,651 males and 
17,931,198 females, 11,037,093 (including 10,053,547 males 
anA 983,546 females) bf'longed to economically active group. 
The activity rate, which is expressed in terns of the 
economically active population as percent of the total 
population (corresponding to each age group), was 30*2 for 
the total populationf wVMire as it was 54,1 for males and 
5.5 for females of all the ages* 
26. ibid, p, 159. 
;ROUP 
1 4 1 
T^BLr 5 , 2 2 I - TOT'\L AND tCOTiOMICALLY A C T I V I POP\Jh\rJ<X 
BY S* X ND ^aE CROUPl 
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Source i - 'YcarBook o f Labour S t a t i a t i o * . 4 l 8 t Xssu«, 
Geneva, 1981, p . 1 3 . 
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FxaiRining table S.22 with respect to particular ag« 
groups* w€ find that* in total population* t3» activity rat* 
was maxisnira (52*5) for the age groups of 45-49 years and 
55*59 yrars* ^hil« it vas minlnun (9«7) for t«>eAa;^ rs* i.e. 
for thf ag# group of un^er 15 years* In the tnale population 
the activity rate was highest (98.2) for th*- age group of 
45»49 yrars* while in th* €enal« population* it was highest 
(12*4) for the age group of 20-24 years* 
-itfjalysin-? th< structure of economically active 
population of 15 years o* aae an over, by occupational group 
and sex* in the census year of 1976 (table 5.23)* we find 
that a total of 9*613,769 workers (8*915*529 males and 698*240 
females} w«ir«? enjagrd in different occupational categories. 
In orde. of ls> our strength* agriculture* anitsal husbandry* 
forestry* fishery anri hunting wag the single largest 
occupationalgroup which employed 4*033,281 workers (3,952*451 
males an' 60*830 females)* Next followed the occupational 
groups of production cum transport 'workers an- service workers 
which ^ngaied 3,052,506 (1,994,505 male and 58,001 femalel 
anr^  814,545 (751,231 male and 63,313 female) labourers 
rfspectively. The other two occupational groups which came 
next in labour strength were the groups of professional. 
TABU 5 . 2 3 • STB'JCTURF OF FCONOMICALLY ^ T I V I 
POP^JLATIQN OF 1 5 YT ARS OF ACrE \^NP 
OVl? BY 0::C1 PAT1C8JAL OROUP ANT 




PRcm SSI (»-•••-L 
T E C H N I C S OK 
KT- LATI^ T) 
i^ORlCIRS 
Ar«lNI3TR\TIW; 
AND HWhGTRI '«L 
W0FKJ:RS 
C L f R I C \ L AND 
m LATJ D 
.'.'ORICt F.S 
SAO S W0RKIR3 
S E R V i a 
5«0P.Kf RS 
1*01-AL 
7 1 9 , 3 0 7 
1 0 7 , 5 4 1 
7 0 0 . 9 5 0 
6 2 8 , 3 6 8 









7 . 5 
1*1 
7 , 3 
6 . 5 
8 . 5 
M.ALf.S 
1 
5 3 8 , 9 0 1 
9 5 , 5 6 3 
5 6 5 , 8 8 6 
5 9 5 , 3 9 2 
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hTlCm^L 
::ROUP 
7 4 . 9 
8 8 . 7 
8 0 . 7 
9 4 . 8 
9 2 . 2 
Pr- MAU; S 
I S O , 4 0 6 
1 1 , 9 7 8 
1 3 5 , 0 6 4 
3 2 , 9 7 6 
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1 1 . 3 
1 9 . 3 
5 . 2 
7 . 8 














NOT CLAS I F I f D 5 5 7 , 2 7 1 
BY OCCirPATION-
;\ND P1^  RSOHS 
SF' KING T H M R . 
FIK3T JOB 
2 , 0 5 2 , 5 0 6 2 1 . 2 U 9 9 4 , 5 0 5 9 7 . 2 5 8 , 0 0 1 
5 . 8 4 2 1 , 5 9 9 7 5 . 7 1 3 5 , 6 7 2 
2 , 0 
2 , 8 
24,3 
TOTAL >.613,769 100.0 8915,529 92.7 698,240 7.3 
sources •Yearbook of Labour Statistics*, Gen*va, 1981, p.90 
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t e c h n i c a l and rt latt <^  workers -^ nd c l e r i c a l and re lated 
work<pr8, -^hcy <?raploy€d 719,307 workers (538»90l males and 
180«406 females) and 700*950 workers (565«886 males and 
135#064 females) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
In terms of pc rcf^ntaqea, a g r i c u l t u r a l and a l l i e d 
occupat ional group engaged 42#0 percrnt (98*0 percent of 
them males)# production, transport operators and re la ted 
grovip 2l«3 percent (97«2 perc-rnt of them m a l e s ) , s erv i ce 
group 8«5 percent (92*2 percent of them p a l e s ) , profes s iona l 
an' t e c h n i c a l group 7 ,5 percent (74.9 percent of them males) 
and c l e r i c a l and r e l a t e d s e r v i c e s group 7 ,3 percent (80,7 
percent of them males) of the t o t a l lalKHir force of the 
country. 
Aa far as female labour force was concerned, the 
l a r g r s t percentage of them (25 .1) was absorbed In the 
profrs<?ional and f 'Chnica l group, fo l lowed by c l e r i c a l group 
which encjaged 19,3 percent female members. Administrative 
group an;* s e r v i c e qroup were the two oth' r groups which 
employed s lgnif ic-^nt percentages of female tmploytes , shtp 
fonr.f r emplycd 11,3 percent , while the l a t t f r 7 ,8 perct nt 
of female workers. These oerenta les r e f l e c t the s trength 
of female labour in he t o t a l labour force of each gro-p or 
ca tegory . 
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( i l ) ' c l t ^ n t i f i c 3nd icchnlcaX Maopowrfi-
In t h e pix)ft « 3 l o n a l and t e c h n i c a l s e c t o r s the most 
Important s u b d i v i s i o n s ar* c n T i m e r l n q group and m e d i c a l 
g r o u p . According t o th« l a t i e s t a v a i l a b l e d a t a on s c i e n t i f i c 
an<^  t e c h n i c a l manpower ( t a b l e 5«24)« i n 1973 t h e r e were 
593254 s c i e n t i s t s an- enqt incers i n the whole c o u n t r y , w h i l e 
the numb* r o f t h o s e who were engaged i n t e c h n i c a l r e s r a r c h 
am' e x p e r i m e n t a l d c v r l o p m c n t s was 1 0 , 6 6 5 . No data on 
t r c h r s i c i a n s was* however a v a i l a b l e . 
TA8LP. 5 .241 SCI;?^TIPIC AWP TimiTCAL MANPO'-IFR 
IN lam', LAT1 ST AVMLABLE YF AR 1 9 7 3 , 
YEAR 
SCimTIFIC /AND TICHKICAL M'%NP0«R 
TOTAL STOCK NUMBI INGAGtp FOR 
m '^ ^ ARCH \ND ? X t R1M« NT\L 
rt r LOPMI NTS 
SCl'rNTIBrS AND/TI-CHNIC— SCINETISTS T? CH •^?ICI/^ NS 
ENGINI- ' nS j ^ g 2iND 
! KC-INFFRS 
1973 5 9 3 , 2 5 4 . . . 1 0 , 6 6 5 
S o u r c c i UNi ;C0, • s t a t i s t i c a l Yearbook*, P a r i s 1 9 7 9 - 7 9 , p . 7 2 7 
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( i l i ) Health ManpowerI-
Table S.25 below proviles data on health manpower 
In the country, for thr y< ar» 1973-77, whf^ r*^  aa table 5.26 
gives some useful service indicators in the medical f i e ld 
to show the progress achieved in the period under r^'View, 
From table 5.25 we find that the to ta l health 
manpower of the country increased ftrcm 62«943 in 1973 to 
93^012 in 1977 (an increase of 47*77 percent in S years ) . 
Out of th i s t o t a l , drnt i s t s showed the maximum increase 
(52,09 percent), followed by the physicians (49,SS percent). 
The pharraacists ane* nurses occupirr' the third and fourth 
places, rrglsterina an increase of 47.16 percent and 45.94 
percent respect ive ly . Th« highest increase in the number 
of drnt i s t s was an evidence of the popularity of dental 
profession on the one hand and the high frequf-ncy of tooth 
diseases on the other. 
The other table (table 5.26) provides some useful 
service indicators which help in viewino the strength of 
populaticHi p^r health personnel and vice-verse during the 
period 1973-77. The population pressures which were 1500 
p*r physician, 11693 per dent i s t , 4,25S per phatmacist and 
1,280 per nurse in 1973 reduced to 1,102 per physician, 8,445 
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TABLE 5 . 2 5 1 - HEALTH MANPOWER IN EGYPT FCR THE YEAR 1 9 7 3 - 7 7 
HEALTH 
MANPOWER 
Y E A R S 





PHYSICIANS 23,725 25,797 28,837 31,969 35,489 
DENTISTS 3,045 3,428 3,823 4,204 4,631 
PHARMACISTS 8,368 9,298 10,228 11^256 12,314 
NURSf S 
TOTAL 
27,805 28,750 30,590 35,583 40,578 






Sryarr-p: .-./HO, ' Sixth Report on the ••'orld Hralth Sit-u--tion 
f f 7 3 ^ T \ Part I I , Gfneva, 1981, p . 284. 
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TABLE 5 . 2 6 1 SOME USEFUL SERVICE INDICATORS III THE 
MiriCAL PIFLD FOR THT PT RIOD 1973*77, 
SIRVICE INDICATORS 1973 1974 197S 1976 1977 
POPULATIOK PER PHYSICIAN 1 , 5 0 0 1 ,405 1 ,293 1 ,196 1 ,102 
POPULATION PIR riNTIST 1 1 , 6 9 3 1 0 , 5 7 6 9 , 7 5 5 9 ,093 8 , 4 4 5 
POPULATICai PER PHARMACIST 4 , 2 5 5 3 , 8 9 9 3 , 6 4 6 3 , 3 9 6 3 , 1 7 6 
P^JLATION PER N U R : ^ 1 , 2 S 0 1 ,261 1 ,219 1 ,074 964 
NO, OI' Pl-IYSICIAKS PER 6 . 7 7 . 1 7 . 7 8 . 4 9 , 1 
1 0 , 0 0 0 POPULATIOW 
NO.OP PFNTI3TS m-R 1 0 , 0 0 0 0 . 8 6 0 . 9 5 1 . 0 1 .1 1 .2 
POPULATIOK 
NO. or PHARMACISTS 2 , 4 2 . 6 2 . 7 2 . 9 3 . 1 
PER 1 0 , 0 0 0 POPUL.%TIOII 
NO, OP NURSKS PER 1 0 , 0 0 0 7 . 8 7 . 9 8 . 2 9 . 3 1 0 . 4 
POPULATION 
J J g g ^ ^ J f D S P.R 1 0 , 0 0 0 2 1 . 6 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 2 2 0 . 9 2 0 . 0 
sotaro«t WHO, 'S ixth kepot^ on tlic World Hcftlth S i tua t ion 
1973»KI*, 3»drt I I , Geneva, 1980, p .284. 
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prr dent iat , 3,176 ptr phaoMtclst and 964 per nurs« In 1977. 
9uch reduction of population prrssurcs per health pfrsonnel 
was an evidence of the fact that though the Egyptian 
population was growing rapidly, the proportionate Increase 
In the number of health ptrsonnel was ahead of the population 
qrow'h. Further, the data shows that there were 9.1 
physicians, 1.2 dentists* 3*1 pharmacists and 10.4 nurses 
per 10,000 population In 1977| meaning thereby that population 
pressure was l eas t on nurses and doctors while I t was greatest 
on j*iar!»acl8ts and d e n t i s t s . A comparison of the flqrures 
given In the above two tables reveals a very astonishing 
fact that though the percentage Increase In the nuinber of 
dent i s t s was largest (52.09} among the helth personnel, |^et 
they, s t i l l , were not able to cope with the rapidly Increasing 
population and fas t ly developing tooth diseases In I t . The 
average rat io of population per hospital bed (SOOil) showed 
the i i Tht s i tuation of hospital accotiior?atlon v l s - a - v i s 
Egyptian pat ients . 
(Iv) Eroplovment structure of Country's Labour Foroe* 
(a) In Non-Agricultural A c t i v i t i e s ! -
Table 5.27 below lays down the employsient structure 
of the c i v i l i a n labour force (aged 12-64 yt^ars) In non-
aqrlcultural ac t lv l t l* s during the petlod 1971 to 1979 
(data for 1976 la not avai lable)* 
• Persons a^ jed 12-64 years. 
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TABLF 5 . 2 7 I EI^ PLOYMEHT STROCTURf OF IHF CXVXX.ZAN 
LABOUR FORCE ZM NOli>^RZC0LTVRAL 
















































SourceI 'Yearbook of Labour S t a t J a t i c a * . GeneTS, 1981«p.240. 
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From th i s tablf^ WF find that country's total c i v i l i a n 
labour forcr^, aiff-d 12-64 yrara« «»nciag«d in non-agricultural 
a c t i v i t i e s increasf'd from 3,783,000 In 1971 to 5»563,300 in 
1979, thus rtqisterlnq an increase of 47.06 percent in 9 
l^ars . Out of t h i s to ta l stock« male labour force increased 
from 3,392,300 to 4,970,400 (an increase of 46.52 percent), 
while the female labour fore* increased frtwn 390,700 to 
592,900 (an inertase of 51.75 percent) during thr period under 
observation. Thus aK>re women than men gained employment in 
the non*aqricultural a c t i v i t i e s durina 1971-79. 
(b) In Aoricultural \ c t i v i t l e 8 
Tible 5.28 gives the employment structure of country's 
labour force of the ^qe 12-64 years In agricultural a c t i v i t i e s , 
for the period 1971-79. Prom th i s table vre sumraerise that, 
though agriculture i s s t i l l a dominant and active sector of 
the Egyptian economy as i t const i tutes 25 percent of the 
gross domestic product of the country and provides work for 
mor than 50 percent of the to ta l populatimi, yet we find 
that during the period of 1971-79, the to ta l labour force 
aied 12-64 years enaaged in agricultural a c t i v i t i e s 
decreased from 4,469,500 to 4,002,000 (a decrease of -10.46 
percent) . 
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TABI£ S.28 I STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYKENT 07 COUNTRY'S 
LABOUR FORCE AGED 12-64 YEARS XM 
AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES (AGRICULTURE, 
HUNTING, FORESTORY AND FISHING) DURING 















































Sourcet 'Yearbook of Labour Statiatlcs*, Geneva, 
1981. p. 194^ 
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The d#cr*a3r was highly «l<^ifleant in th# case of 
female labour force whose strength slumpe<^ r»own by a larg*^ 
margin Of- 70.00 perce^nt (frora t47#300 to 44*200) in the 
short span of 9 years* for want of relevant informations, 
the causes of "^ uch a tremendous decrease in the woraen 
labour force could not be probed. The male labour force* 
however* showed a coMparatively l e s s variation* Zt*8 
strength was r»duc«id frcM 4*322*200 in 1971 to 3*9f7*800 in 
1979 I a decrt^ase of -6*43 percent in 9 years* 
The general tr«nd towards the reduction in the 
agricultural labour force* WhicAi i s not uni fom througliottt 
tHw period under (ri»servation* may be explained In terns of 
the following pointst 
(i) "Jfith the l imitfd a v a i l a b i l i t y of agricultural land and 
tremendous increase in the country's populaticm* which i s 
largely dependent on such land* the per capita cultivated 
area as well as per capita cropped area i s shrinking day by 
day. In 1821* the per capita cult ivated area was 0*73 
feddans and per capita cropped area was a lso 0.73 feddans* 
but in 1978* they reduced to 0.15 fed'ans and 0.28 feddans 
respect ively (table S .29) . 
( i i ) The arable land which const i tutes l e s s than 4 percent 
of Egypt's total land area i s beina gradually eaten away 
by the development and expansion of new res ident ial units 
and tourism centres* 
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TABLI 5 , 2 9 I DISTRIBUTION Of PER CAPITA CULTIVATFI? 
CROPPED ARFA IN EGYPT! 1821 - 1978 . 
YT hU 
1 8 2 1 
1846 
1 8 9 7 
1 9 0 7 
1 9 2 7 
1 9 4 7 
1 9 6 0 
1966 
1 9 7 0 
1 9 7 8 
POPULATION 
4 , 2 3 0 , 0 0 0 
5 , 2 9 0 , 0 0 0 
9 , 7 1 7 , 0 0 0 
1 1 , 1 9 0 , 0 0 0 
1 4 , 1 7 8 , 0 0 0 
1 8 , 9 6 7 , 0 0 0 
2 6 , 0 8 5 , 0 0 0 
3 0 , 0 7 5 , 0 0 0 
3 3 , 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 
3 9 , 8 8 2 , 0 0 0 
CULTIVATED 
ARIA 
( • 0 0 0 FID) 
3 , 0 5 3 
3 , 7 6 4 
4 , 9 4 3 
5 , 3 7 4 
5 , S 4 4 
5 , 7 6 1 
5 , 9 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 
6 , 0 0 0 




ARI^ A IN 
FFTDANS 
0 . 7 3 
0 , 7 1 
0 , 5 3 
0 . 4 8 
0 , 3 9 
0 . 3 1 
0 , 2 3 
0 , 2 0 
0 , 1 8 
0 , 1 5 
CROPPFD 
ART A 
( • 0 0 0 F E D , ) 
3 , 0 5 3 
NOT 
AVAILABLE 
6 , 7 2 5 
7 , 5 9 5 
8 , 5 2 2 
9 , 1 3 3 
1 0 , 2 0 0 
1 0 , 4 0 0 
1 0 , 9 0 0 
1 1 , 1 4 8 
PFR CAPITA CROPPTD 
.\R A 
IK FEDT ANS 
NOT 
0 , 7 3 
AVAILA8U 
0 . 7 1 
0 , 6 7 
0 , 6 1 
0 , 4 8 
0 , 3 9 
0 , 3 4 
0 . 3 3 
0 , 2 8 
Source I s t a U a t i c a X Yearbook'. New York, 1979,pp.56-57, 
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( i i i ) '^  S ign i f ican t por t ion of arable land i s aestroyed 
«v«ry year by aoiX sa l an i ty* 
(iv) Aftrr promulqation of the 1s t Land Reform Bi l l i n 
19<S1, the <30v«mm«>ntal a l l o c a t i o n s rc^gardino a g r i c u l t u r a l 
tenure i s d«creasinq with every aubscqufnt land ex i l i ng 
l e g i s l a t i o n . This , i n turn* i s leading t o the gra^^ual 
reduct ion in any t ang ib le incen t ives for the involvement of 
c a p i t a l s i n a g r i c u l t u r e . After the pronulgat ion of the 
F i r s t Land Reform B i l l i n 1961* there were 2«919.00 land 
owners who owned an a rab le area of 3#172«000 feddana (each 
one of them having l e ;a than 5 feddans}« but a f t e r the 
implemvntation of subsequent Land Reform B i l l s the number 
of suc^ landowners (who owned l e s s than S feddan) increased 
to 3«190,000 while the t o t a l area owned by them decreased 
to 2,769,000 feddans in 1975 ( table 5 .30) . The nvmdt>cr of 
lan<» owners who owned an area of 100 and more feddans was 
5,000 i n 1961 as aga ins t 2,000 in 197S. The area owned by 
them was 500,000 fedf^ans and 398,000 feddans i n 1961 and 
1975 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
In terms of percentages we find t h a t i n 1961, 94.1 
percent landowners occupied 52.1 percent of the area (each 
one h iv ing l e s s than 5 feddans) , while in 1975, 95.0 percent 
of such landowners shared 49.7 percent of a r e a . Again, in 
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TASLF 5 . 3 0 i LAI^ WmnSHtP ZW EcnetT PJnER 
PRONtfLCATZOH Of TtlE 1 9 « 1 LAilD 
mrorm MILL 
(LXMITZNG LAIS> HOWtUG TO 1 0 0 fEDPAMS 
PER FERSOM) AMD ZH 1 9 7 5 
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0 N«%f York* 
1979, p p . 5 6 - 5 7 . 
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1961, 0.2 prrcfnt l®nd owners {•rndti havln<;r 100 f©<«'*ans 
and above) otm«a 8.2 percent of art^a, vihil« in 1975* 
th«lr pcrccnta^ rt uced to 0.1 whereas the perc*nta«;e 
of the ar*^ a o%mfd by then re<^ uc€*d to 7 . 1 . 
Thu3 th» tota l number of landownrra Increased 
from 3,101,000 In I'^fil to 3,358,000 In 1975, whereaa 
the arable Atf^i distributed amcHig there decrraai^d frow 
6,084,000 feddans In 1961 to Just S, 572,000 fc>ddans in 
1975. 
Cto account of the above factors there i s a 
s igni f icant rural • urban d r i f t in search of more and 
spontaneous prof i t s , thus r«^f-ucing the number of labour 
fore* engaged in aqricultural a c t i v i t i e s . 
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CHAPTER - VI 
C O N C L U S I O N 
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aiAPTIR - VI 
CONCLUSION 
rqfpt is a hiq country ^^6 Egypt is also a small 
country! both the propositions arr simultaneously true. 
The country is big because it has an area of moi:^  than 
one millltm square kilani«ters« which is larqft^ r than the 
area posaesaed by isany oth«r West Asian countries, and 
it is small because the only habitable «^ rra where 99 
percent of its population resides coises out to be nearly 
35,500 Sq, Km* Or 3*5 percent of its total ar&a. The 
r*St of its territory which is as large as 96.5 percent 
of its total area lies as a u-teless detaclwd mass* since 
it is a mere collection of hot and arid deserts* inaccessaile 
ruqqed mountains* difficult terrains and barren plateauous 
regions, what la mort^  significant is that the potential 
of expansion of tj»e above nentloned settled and cultivated 
arpa is very limited while population prtssuresbn it are 
increasing day-by-day, 
Iqyptii biggest problem is its burgeoning and 
tttjevcnly distributed population which, accordino to a 
United Nation's estimate* touched the 42 millicm mark in 
1980, On account of the high rate of !X)pulatlon increase. 
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the problrm has already bccone very serious and Is likely 
to be COOMB even more severe during the next few drearies. 
Between 1897 and X976* that Is within the period of 80 
years* the population of the country has Increased nearly 
250 percent* while In the sane period Egypt's cultivated 
and cropped areas increased only 30 percent and 60 percent 
respectively. Since Eqypt is essentially an agricultural 
country* such a tremendous increase in its populati<m is 
ex«rtlnq unbearable pressure on country's limited resources, 
•Juvenility* of populaticm is a glarlna feature of 
iqyptlan life. In 1976* sorae 40 percent of the population 
was below the age of 15 years* nK>re than 50 percent under 
20 years and nearly two third under 30 years. This shows 
a population of high fectuidity • i- sone 44 percent of females 
were of chlld-bearing age (1S»44 years). Such an age 
structure coupled with the prevalent practice of young and 
universal marriages gives rise to high fertility rate. The 
crude birth rate of igypt which showed a slight r31p around 
1972 is constantly increasing since then. In 1976* it 
steyed at a h i ^ plateau of nearly 40 per thousand. The 
acceptance of family planning measures by the masses is very 
slow and in future also the prospects of its success are 
not very bright. The factors which are* directly or 
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indlr*ctly# r«apoB»ibl« for the high birth rat»# via» 
poverty* I l l i t eracy* ovrr-crowd^dness* lack of entertainment 
f«c l l i t | ;ea In rural arcat , tradit ion of lur^e fawll lea, 
privll«g«>d poaitloo of the male lssu& in the coBtmnilty etCi, 
art a t i l l persialtiiMl within the rgyptian soc iety (though 
«ome of the«. e i g . . I l l i t e r a c y , have recently shown signs 
of diminution), further, the expectation of l i f e at birth 
for both th€; sexes i s slowly incrtas ina. During th«? period 
of 1965-70, the expectation of l i f e a t birth for laales was 
4©.7 years aa3 for feiaales 51,1 ytars , while the estimates 
for 1985 show that i t w i l l be 55.5 years for males and S8.S 
years for feoiales —— mn increase of about 7 years upon 
the 1965-70 figures (Cairo Demographic Centre, 1969), The 
oosibinatlon of a l l these clrcuinstances suqqtsts that no 
n«irk<pd decrease in the country's hi oh birth rate i s l i k e l y , 
and th i s fac t , when r«^lated to th*^  lar<5fr nundbcrs cntrring 
the reproductive ytars , means even qr<?ater accretion to the 
population. 
With the increased expectation of l i f e , the 
proportion of both young and old increase in populations 
that demonstrate rap&d expansion, and t h i s has eccmomic as 
1- Mountjoy, A,B. ^Egypti population ind resources* in 
lationa of the Mit 
Ion, 1^72, p.312* 
'pou iddle East and North Africa*. 
Lond< 
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w»ll »B social slg^ifieancf as with the iaer«iM»it in 
dependent population (yotmgs mnd olds) and decrease in th« 
economically active group (acquits) the depmdency ratio 
increases* 
Young ana old in a soeiety are capital-alMorbing 
rather capital*creatino« and wi«i populations of grrat 
Juvenility iimense capital investment becomes necessary to 
provide basic housing* health and education services and 
this absorbs capital urgently needed in other iMre inme<Siately 
productive sectors of the eccmoagr* 
Looking at the other end of the life«»cycle* Egypt's 
mortality rate is declining very rapidly — — even faster 
than expected* In 1960# l^e crude death rate was 16*9 per 
thous<md« while in 1977* it descended to the low levtl of 
11«9 p«r thousand* thus ret^istering a decrease of S heads 
per thousand in a short span of 17 years* Aa important point 
in this regard is that on account of the systematic progress 
of medical science there is a further scope of mortality 
decline as suggested by many developing countries of the 
world where crude death rate is below the level of 10 per 
thousand* 
The infant mortality* «/hich is a major oompcmeat of 
general mortality* is also fastly decreasing* Zt cmse down 
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fron « high plateau o£ 103.3 p«r thousaaA in X971 to 73»S 
per thousand in 1978* With the spread of health kureaux 
throu^ottt the lea<?th and breadth of the country — -
especially in rural areas - infant death rate is expected to 
be lowered still further* The decline in infant anrtality 
also means a siseable addition to the stock of future 
mothers v^ ho« in the oamin<i years* will produce morr children* 
In 197€« the growth rate of Egypt's population was 
2,6 percent per annum whic^ seemed to be not undely high 
when compared with the growth rate of many other contemporary 
West Asian countries (where a growth rate of more than 3*0 
percent per annum was recorded)« but which was certainly 
very hi0% %fhen gauged against the tight economic conditions 
am limited n^sources of the country* According to the 
united Nations estimates* at present the growth rate of the 
country is 2*9 porc^it per annum* Since the effect of 
migration (both emigration and immigration)* in terms of tlM 
percentage displacMsent of population* is minimuM in Egypt* 
the high growth rate of the population is a direct result 
of excess of births over deaths* 
In all events* the combination of recently resurgent 
fertility and declining mortality moans that the Egyptian 
rate of natural increase is now unbelievably higher than it 
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W M in 1952 «*«-> a long 9Mwr«tioii ago %ih«ii tli* Egyptiw 
Ravolation first h«ld oat new liepoa of all kiiida to the 
iBa«a«s -^"^ but to naa8«0 who then mqgrmgmtmd only aona 
21 nilXion* just half thair iraaibera today, 
Xt ia a tragic loaa of aonantiM and a waating of 
preoioua tiiaa In tha raea batwean developeM^at aaA poi^atlon 
growth that haa to ba atresaad* Thara ia no other dairelopiag 
country whara the rate of natural increaae declined by aa 
mich aa it did in Egypt • ^ ^ froai 2.74 in 19S2 to Juat under 
2.0 percent (1*99) in 1972 - » — and %fhere such decline was 
followed by ao aharp a ravetsal (2.9 in 1982)* Egypt, ia at 
leaat IS to 20 ye^ ara behind in fertility decline and froai 
S to 10 yeara ahc^ aa of what was expected in Mortality 
decline* 
If the crude birth rate ataya at or near ita preaeat 
level of 40 pmr thouaand and the crade death rata eontianaa 
to dr^ t> below 12 per thouaaadl than the rata of natural 
increaae in Bgypt will aoon aurpaaa the high level of 3«0 
paroant par annum and, in that ev»at# the population of the 
country would he doubled within a abort apan of* aay« 20 to 
2S yeara* Even for aa near a period aa 19SS« the 1972 
eatimatea of Central Agency for Public Mobilisation and 
statlatica Mentioned 39 Million aa the lower limit ana 52,S 
2 
Million aa tha upper limit of population* Zn view of ever 
2- ibid., p»312* 
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iacr«««iiig g«p betwe«ii hiq^ fertility and low decliaing 
nortality* and k^^ping in aind that the loirttr limit has long 
hfen passed in lf78« the upper limit attmma to be more 
realistic* To support sucfti « huge populatiofi* f gypt has 
to utilise its full resources* including «very inch of its 
cultivable land* in ordsr to maintain th« •xistino low 
standards of livinci* Bsyond 1965« i3nv 8il»s«tion lo^s «ircti 
mora sarlous* for littlo new land or water is likely to 
rtwiain uneacplited and population expansicm will not sudde-nly 
cease* 
Xt is worthy to bo mentioned iMtre that the present 
day Egypt is a prisoner of the vicious circle crea^id by 
extreme poverty of the masses on the one hand and high rate 
of population growth on the other hand* The h i ^ density 
figures alone asiure this,for greater density probably 
means greater overall poverty* as ever more people compete 
for scarce resources of the oountry* The rewrse is 
certainly true* Greater poverty amtans greater density* for 
popolatimi growth rates are highest «nnong the poor* Throu^ 
effective measurers of population control* on the one hand 
and by raising its per capita income on the oQier* Egypt 
must struggle hard to liberate itself from the above vicious 
circle* 
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The implications of Egyiit** bur^onlnq posmlatioo go 
beyond Egypt itaolf. Th«y toudh the re-st of tht Middle 
East* and beyond the region the Third world* For at the 
very heart of the natter is this central issue tcan a 
developing country afford a population growth that races 
ahead of its ecooomic growth? 
The most isq^rtant ana serious cmsaquence of thr 
growino population is th«|i Egypt is having harder time in 
feeding its people -••••' existing people as well as nc^ arly 
one sdllion new Mouths added every year* Mot only that 
less than 4 percent of the country is cultivable* but 
nearly 20,000 acres are lost every year to the urban 
spread (no doubt some of the Y ost acreage is restored 
throu(]li various land reelasiation schenes)* Consequently, 
the government has to resort to extensive food importation 
«Eid subsidisation in order to feed people on the one hand 
and to cheek inflationary pressures (arising out of ceaselessly 
skyrocketing demands for basic necessities) on the other* 
Official sources in Egypt acknowledge that prices have 
increased annually on the average about 2S percent (though 
many private economists put ths figure close to 40 percent)* 
The government is* thus* so worried over inflation* especially 
in the area of food prices* that it has been forced to import 
food subsidies %rorth 1«7 billion dollers a year to keep food 
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products and cooking gaa peagc^ to an a r t i f i c i a l l y low 
pric«. Such subsidies» to b« sure contribute heavily to 
the qovemiiwnt's annual budget defec i t of 1«5 b i l l i o n 
3 
do$lers. 
On account of hug« population pre-sure8# th#» problen 
of Egyptian agriculture is no l«as sarioua. A 1975 U.S. 
Departncnt of Agriculture study states that Egypt's 
cultivated land of € million feddana has been reduced by 
10 percent duft to rapid urbanisation and to the aalination 
of thr soil, especially In tha past thirty years when tha 
population has doubled. 'Thm ratio of cultivable land par 
person is down to 0.2 feddans# half of what it was in 1897. 
Since 1956, tha growth of Egyptian agriculture production 
has kept up with the population growth, but since 1964 the 
rate haa fallen rapidly. The per capita agricultural 
production has b«?en ccmstant but during the seventies there 
5 
was a decline of one percent per annum. 
starvatlcm Is a real possibility in the face of the 
present necessity for food imports which constituted half 
3- Gupte, P.B., 'Population Profile~17>rcTypt*,New York, 1981,p.9, 
4- MacDe^rmot., "The Increase of I>opulation In the ty.A.R.; 
London, 1966, p«>14. 
5- Knovsky, E. "Recent Economic Development in the Middle 
Papers*. The Shiloah Centre for 
mean studies, Tel Aviv University, 
East" in * Occasional Papers». The Shiloah Centre for 
F^ it^ aie Eastern and Africa Si 
Juf» 1977, p-5. 
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Of all th« inports during i974-79. In 1975* 2*8 million 
tons of wheat w«r« imported as against 1.6 million tons 
grown at home. The cost of grain imports that year totalled 
half the value of investment* in 1973 the value of wheat 
6 
imports equalled that of cotton exports* JFstlmates for 
the y«ar 2000 art that igypt will nred 15 millicm tons of 
7 
grain of which at least half will have to be imported* 
Finally* the economic Sf^ here illustrates the extent 
of the population problem* Egypt is a poor country* perhaps 
«ae of the poorest Arab nations in the Middle ast today* 
Its ecMiony has shown no real <3;rowth on *> per capita basis 
since the early sixties* even after the ec<»)omic activity 
initiated by the Open Door l?olicy (Al-SiAsat-wl-lnfitah)* 
Moreover* t^re are indicatimts that since 1973 there has 
been a deterioration in growth on a per capita Incotns basis* 
The failure of the economy to girow for so long a period has 
dire consequences* for it means tha a^^^ravation of the 
\>nemploy»ent problem (10*4 percont of th vork force in 
6 
1974}* In the future when the work foixiHi will be 65 per cent 
9 
of the population (22*4 million under vforking age in 1984), 
6* waterbury* "MsAit Egypt•« growino food crisis" in 
'AUFS R e p o r t s * ^ v o l * XIX* HO*3* A f r i c - >•• r i f - , H - n o / c . r , ' "••^ 4 
7- ibid* 
8- Kanovsky* E* "Arab Haves anr? Have-Hots" in 'The Jerusalei| 
Quarterly** Mo*l* Jerusalem* 1976* p-l02* 
9« McDermet* 'Al^ Ahrara** Cairo, 5*7* 1977* 
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the pr^^sure? of finding -lork for the mi l l ions l lv inq tJhen 
wi l l be a severe blow to the already crumplfd «?cono«!y of 
the nation. 
JjAtqe scale i l l i t e r a c y , extensive pov*»rty» persistent 
poor Stan ards of l ining* tremendous rural-urban dr i f t in 
search of better employment opportunities* whidh i s 
continuously increasing the proportic^ of urban population, 
slum conditions created by congestion and overcrowdedness 
in mo3t of the metropolitan centres, acute shortage of 
reslf 'rntial units in the c i t i e s , h«avy c lus ter of 
population in ^certain regions, %rhlch i s exerting unbearable 
pressure cm their economies, are somt oth«r implications of 
the population explosion in fgypt* 
Howfvcr, sheer paasimism i s not the only conclusicm 
^'hlch may be drawn from the present day situati«:») of Fgypt. 
The overall prospects for the country are def in i te ly better 
than they were a few years ago. The financial turn around 
i s sat i s factory and there seems to b» a r^nuine nrv 
determination on the part of th« government to face most 
intractable problems ———— i f indeed any one or more 
problems in themselves can be consi«?ered more sev«re than 
the other. I t i s brcause in an i n t r i c a t e , t i gh t ly organised 
and car«^fully balance^? society l ike t g y p t , i t i s i n d i v i s i b i l i t y 
of ^.L problems and the immediacy of AI*L needs taken 
to<'iether that makes up the real i s s u e . Questions of foreign 
4 70 
inv«9t«wnt« the balance of paynwnts. Industrial drvelop«ent, 
food pro'ttctlon, oil exploration* bureaucratic simplification, 
land reclamation* water control, soil erosion anfi. the new town 
and settlc0»nt growth, all have to be dealt with at the same 
time* 
There is, however, one overwhelmingly sobering reality 
that under-lles every thing else, a^ jainst which whatever 
progress may be made in any or all of:thos«» donains has to be 
guaoed and because o£ which there is a continuous sense of 
desperation despite the flickers of new hope. Zt is that 
even if Egypt succeeds in reducing its growth rate by one 
point per annum ( as suggested by Mr, A^i« Sindacy, 
10 
Chairman of the Population and Family Planriing Board in 1973 ) 
to achieve a rate o£ only 2,0 percent per annum in 1990, its 
population would still become 54,200,000 by then* This 
rc'prcsents an increase of 12 mi I lion persona over the 
population figures of 1980| a bcrdcn too heavy for a country 
that is struquling h«irrt to keep evtn with its present ntsmbers 
and not succeeding too well. The staggering costs of this 
growth in terms of schooling, housing and employaient can be 
imagined. Thus every penny or piaster that can be earned, 
every Job created and every house or school built is soiae 
thing vitally nee<^ ed. i^ gypt can not relax even for a minute. 
It is running against a clock ticking ever faster and living 
10. Gupte, P.B., Op.cit., p. 17. 
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on borrowed time the- availability of which becomrs hardf r 
and hardrr# hoplaq asid planning that everything will go 
right. iForcign experts often complain tJiat economic 
objective* and invrstm^nt plan targct-a are unrealistic if 
not impoasible. But it is precisely the position Hgypt is 
in that makes it set Impossible targets* Pat in other 
termSf Fgypt is Just lilte the bridge player who finds 
himself in an almost completely tmachievable contract* He 
must as June a distribution of the cards th;= t, however 
unlikrly and unusual* will enable him to make the c<»>tract« 
He should also make the most daring moves imaginable« for 
if they fail, he will not be* %mrse off the4a if lie lost* as 
h« surts^ ly would through routine play« 
In the developmental battle facing Fgypt today, 
within a time from as limited as it is anc' v?lth the stakes 
es high andi odds as heavy as thty are, the race belongs not 
only to the swift but also to the bold* 
* * -* * * « ;i- * k -' fv >, i >• * * * 
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